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The Research, Process and Design of the Trout Creek
Revegetation Plan

Project Overview

The Bear River is the largest tributary to the Great Salt Lake, with water volumes
reaching up to 1.4 million acre feet of water. The river begin s in Utah 's Uinta Mountains
and flows into Wyoming and Idaho before finally flowing south and returnin g to Utah.
The river flows nearly five hundr ed mile s before emptying into Bear River Bay of the
Great Salt Lake, ending only ninety miles from its origin (Utah History to Go, 2008).
Trout Creek near Thatcher, Ida ho is a tributary to the Bear River. Trout Creek is
a spr ing-fed stream of approximate ly six miles in length. L ike many streams in the Bear
River drainage, Trout Creek has been severely degraded by ag ricu ltural practices over the
past century. Historically, riparian vegetation on Trout Creek consisted of Tufted
hair grass and Nebraska sedge as the dominant herbaceou s plant s, willows as the
dominant woody vegetation, and a mixture of Common cattai l and Hard stem bulru sh as
the domin ant emergent wetla nd vegetation (NRCS, 2008). Today, the majority of Trout
Creek, from its headwater s to the confluence of the Bear River is comp letely barren of
woody riparia n vegetation and much of the historic herbaceous vegetation community
has shifted to non- nat ive or dryer species not originally residing on the site. Much of the
site contains in vasive plant s, which are harmfu l to the natur al biodiversity of the site.
Historically, Trout Creek co ntain ed Bonneville Cutthroat Trout (BCT) Oncorhyn chus

clarki utah, a designa ted "se nsitive species" in the states of Id aho and Uta h. Du e to
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habitat degradation, increased stream temperatures, and non-native fish introduction ,
Trout Creek no longer supports BCT .
This report outlines the research and process implemented to create a riparian revegetative management plan for the restoration of approximately a 1/3 mile section of
Trout Creek. This report discusses the participants in the project , and provides a relevant
literature review, Trout Creek site description , applicable case studies, and the
methodology conducted to produce the Trout Creek Revegetation plan.

Project Objectives

The restoration of Trout Creek is important to achieve the following objectives: 1)
increase and improve existing habitat for Bonneville Cutthroat Trout, upland game bird s
and waterfowl species, 2) create a natural riparian buffer between the stream and adjacent
farmland and roads, 3) improve the overall water quality of Trout Creek.
The Trout Creek restoration site is one piece of a larger watershed . In a
watershed, upstre am conditions continually affect areas down stream. Therefore,
degradation on the Trout Creek restoration site is caused not only by on-site and adjacent
land use practice s, but all conditions that occur upstream in the watershed. The principles
and management practices included in this restoration project can be applied to all areas
of the watershed for overall system health. Ultimately, the long-term cooperation of all
adjacent landowners to implement be st management practices will be necessary for the
greatest success of thi s project.
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Project Participants

The restoration of Trout Creek is possible because of the participation of severa l
key individuals and organizations.

Nathan Hale and Kent Clegg, the land owner and land

manager, respectively, acquired funding and expertise from a variety of sources. The
USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) and the Environmental
Coordination Committee of PacifiCorp are providing a portion of the funding for the
design and construction of the project. Tyler Allred of Allred Restoration is contracted to
provide the design of the new stream channel and guidelines of how it shou ld be
co nstructed. This thesis project provides the riparian re-vegetative management plan
portion of the restoration of the new channel designed by Allred Restoration.
Some information contained within this report was obtained through input from Chris
Hoag, a wetland plant ecologist for the NRCS Aberdeen Plant Materials Center and
leading expert on aquatic and riparian restoration in Idaho; and also Eve Davies, a
restoration biologist with PacifiCorp , who has comp leted several successful aquatic
restoration projects in Utah and Idaho.
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Literature Review

Healthy riparian areas provide many well understood and documented benefits.
Riparian zone::; are commonly recognized as corridors for movement of animals within
watersheds and corridors for the dispersal of plants (Gregory, Swanson, McKee and
Cummins, 1994). The vegetative community in most riparian areas is typically more
structurally varied than adjacent uplands and thereby provides a rich diversity of habitat
niches. This diversity translates into the primary life requirements (food , cover,
reproductive habitat) for a great variety of wildlife species such as BCT (Bentrup and
Hoag, 1998).
Riparian areas are the links between forests and/or other uplands and streams.
Riparian vegetation adjacent to a stream provides important food sources for
macroinvertebrates,

a necessary food source for other forms of aquatic life (Bentrup and

Hoag, 1998). Riparian plant communities also contribute large wood debris to channels
providing a major geomorphic feature in streams and rivers (Keller and Swanson , 1979).
Solar radiation is selectively absorbed and reflected as it passes through the riparian
canopy, altering the quality and quantity of light available for aquatic vegetation
(Gregory, Swanson, McKee and Cummins, L994). Increased amounts of shade also
lower water temperatures in streams producing habitat more suitable for cold water fish
species such as BCT. Temperature also influences factors such as the rate of nutrient
cycling and dissolved oxygen content (Karr and Schlosser, 1978).
Riparian areas function to protect water quality. Riparian vegetation traps
sediments and nutrients from surface runoff and prevents them from entering the water.
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The matrix of roots created from vegetation also reduces sediment entering the stream by
minimizing streambank erosion (Binford and Buchenau, 1993) .
An estimated 50 percent of streams in the Great Basin are classified as impaired
to one degree or another (Chambers and Miller , 2004). lrrigated cropland is estimated to
be responsible for 89 percent of river miles with degraded water quality in the United
States according to a 1992 US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) report
(CFIFCD, 1996). Additionally, Alan Matheson of Trout Unlimited (2004) noted that
80 % of wildlife in this region relies on the resources of riparian areas for survival during
some period of their life cycle.

RIP ARIAN RESTORATION

In 2002, the National Research Council stated that riparian areas constitute less
than five percent of the land in the United States and estimate that up to 95 percent of
native riparian vegetation has been lost. Considering the numerous ecological benefits of
riparian areas, restoring riparian systems including native riparian vegetation is a critical
part of habitat protection for fish and wildlife. Re storation is defined as the return of a
degraded ecosystem to a close approximation of its natural potential (USEPA, 2000).
Riparian restoration is often the most cost-effective technique for restoring water
quality in stream s degraded by non-point so urce pollution (USEPA, 1996). Riparian
restoration efforts have succeeded in establishing aquatic ecosystem function and
strncture in cases where riparian vegetation has been removed for decades and livestock
grazing has compacted riparian soil and caused downcutting or widening of the stream
channel (Platts, 1991).
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Active restoration may be necessary due to erosion, exotic plants or numerous
other factors (Kauffman, 1997). Bank stabilization and revegetation are active
restoration techniques, often referred to as bioengineering techniques, which can
effectively aide the natural recovery process of streamside vegetation.
Bioengineering is defined as integrating living woody or herbaceous materials
with soil to increase the strength and structure of the soil (Bentrup and Hoag, 1998). A
dense matrix of roots holds soil in place, while the above ground vegetation provides
resistance to erosion caused by flow by dissipating energy and armoring the streambank.
Bioengineering techniques are initially more expensive than traditiona l engineered
techniques due to labor, repairs, monitoring and replanting; however their maintenance
costs are much lower over time due to their ability to be self-sustaining.

In contrast to

traditional engineering approaches such as rip-rap and concrete structures that degrade
water quality, bioengineering techniques improve water quality, provide habitat and add
beauty to the landscape (Bentrup and Hoag, 1998) .

RIP ARIAN BUFFERS

An important part of any riparian restoration project is establishing riparian buffer
widths (the width of the landscape from the bank full flow upslope). Riparian buffers are
designated areas within which human-induced disturbances are limited based on their
distance from the stream and their effects on water quality and wildlife habitat. Riparian
buffer widths can be divided into three functional groups: zone 1, zone 2, and zone 3
buffers (Kleinschmidt Associates, 1999 in Johnson and Buffler, 2008).
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Zone l of the buffer is considered a "no disturbance zone" where land uses that
disturb soils or vegetation are prohibited. Zone l functions such as stream shading and
streambank stabilization will not operate properly if vegetation removal or other land
uses occur within the boundaries of the zone. Zone l encompasses land from the mean
high watermark of the stream (bank full), landward to the boundary of the active
floodplain of a stream where a break in the slope of the land occurs, plus 35 feet.
Wetlands and springs should also include a zone l buffer of 50 feet (Johnson and Buffler,
2008).
Zone 2 of the buffer begins at the edge of zone 1 and extends landward variable
distances depending on specific landscape attributes in the buffer including slope, soil
and surface roughness. Zone 2 buffers function to provide sediment filtering and other
water quality functions. Land use activities such as short duration grazing and low
impact agriculture on slopes less than 5%, that do not impair these water quality
functions are permitted in this zone (Kleinschmidt Associates, 1999 in Johnson and
Buffler, 2008).
Zone 3 of the buffer includes the entire landscape on the landward edge of Zone
2. Row crop agriculture, grazing , and exurban development are often the primary uses.
Use of NRCS best management practices such as stormwater management, grassed
waterways, and field borders are recommended in this zone to protect long-term buffer
functioning (Kleinschmidt Associates, 1999 in Johnson and Buffler, 2008).
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BONNEVILLE CUTTHROAT TROUT

Thi s project focuses on improving existing habitat for Bonneville Cutthroat Trout.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife serv ice states that 291 population s of Bonneville Cutthroat
Trout exist. These population s occupy approximately 850 miles of stream and 70,000
acres of lake habitat. This habitat area is somew here between 5 and 17 percent of their
historical range (The We stern Native Trout Campaign, 2007).
Cutthroat trout have certain requirements for suitable habitat such as adequate
flow and temperature regimes. Within the Bonneville Basin (the area historic Lake
Bonneville once occupied), appropriate habitat for BCT exists in higher elevation, small
mountain streams and lake s within coniferous and deciduou s forests. This habitat type is
most often found between 8,000 and 11,000 feet in elevation. BCT habitat can also be
found in lower elevations ranging from me adow to alluvial de sert river systems,
generally occurring between 3,000 and 5,000 feet in elevation (US Fish and Wildlife
Service, 200 l) . Trout Creek is a low -e levati on meadow habit at type.
Although BCT can exist in severa l different strea m hab itat types , one univer sal
requirement for BCT to survive is an intact , functioning riparian zone. Without a
healthy, functioning riparian zone, BCT do not have the nece ssary cover, food, structure,
shade and bank stability needed to survive. (Binford and Buchenau , 1993). BCT require
special habitat conditions in order to spawn and for embryos to survive. Water
temperatures must be within an optimal range (6.1-17 .2 degrees Celsius), and streambed
substrate must contain the appropriate depth and size of gravel. Cutthroat trout require at
least 6 cm of gravel between .5 cm and 10 cm in size. Also, the survival of embryos
depends largely on the absence of fine substrate Jess than .5 cm in size. The higher the
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percentage of fine substrate in the stream, the lower the survival rate is for embryos. The
amount of fine sediment being transported by the stream is also relevant because much of
this sediment can be deposited within spawning redds, reducing the success of the
embryos by limiting the amount oxygen available. Thus water quality and preventing
sedimentation are of utmost importance in managing for healthy spawning habitat
(Bjornn and Reiser, 1991) .
Conditions along Trout Creek are typical of streams with unsuitable temperature
ranges for BCT. Streambank revegetation on the Trout Creek restoration site will lower
water temperatures by increasing stream shading. However it is uncertain whether
increased shading alone will provide enough temperature relief; therefore upstream
revegetation may be necessary to accompany the work on this project.
Trout Creek presently contains a high percentage of fine substrate and little
suitable spawning gravel. Upstream streambank conditions and land use practices are
significant contributors to this problem. Adding suitable spawning gravel could provide
a temporary solution ; however until upstream problems are addres sed, siltation of the
streambed will continue and re-addition of gravel will be nece ssary. Reintroduction of
BCT will produce a fishery that must be periodically re- stocked to maintain high
population levels.

PHEASANTS

This restoration project also aims to improve the existing habitat for upland game
birds, especially pheasants (Phasianus colchicus). Therefore, in addition to BCT habitat
requirements, pheasant habitat requirements were used to determine the vegetation needs
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at the Trout Creek restoration site. Basic pheasant life requirements include protective
cover, food, water and nesting space. Numerous field studies of pheasant movement
habits have conclusively shown that they are normally non-migratory and that pheasants
generally live and die within a 2 square mile or smaller area (Trautman, 1982).
Therefore, all basic pheasant living needs must be accounted for within the project
boundaries.
Pheasant populations have declined in southern Idaho due to the loss of winter
cover. In a study of winter habitat use by hen pheasants in southern Idaho, David Leptich
of the Idaho Fish and Game, found that Pheasants preferred sagebrush (Artemisia spp.),
wetland, and herbaceous cover types and avoided grassland and agricultural cover type s.
Additionally, livestock grazing reduces pheasant use of the sagebrush cover type
(Leptich , 1992). Leptich also found that wetlands were among the heaviest used cover
type. Pheasants used wetlands for loafing and escape during the day, and roosting and
thermal cover at night. Woody plants become important for winter cover when snow
becomes deep and fills wetland cover types.
Nesting cover is of significant importance to the persistence of pheasants.
Pheasants prefer to nest in herbaceous grasses and forbs including Intermediate
wheatgrass (Thinopyrum intermedium) and Alfalfa (Medicago sativa). Much of the Trout
Creek site is dominated by Intermediate wheatgrass and the adjacent farmland is
primarily Alfalfa, thus the site is not currently lacking nesting cover (Trautman, 1982).
Pheasants feed on cultivated grains, weed and grass seeds, and insects. Pheasants
also consume wild fruits such as chokecherry, wild rose, snowberry, hawthorn,
serviceberry, and go lden currant during the winter (Trautman, 1982). These types of
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flowering plant species are native to the project site and will be important to re-introduce
to Trout Creek to provide habitat and food sources.

WATERFOWL

W atcrfow l habitat is the final habitat criteria addressed by this restoration project.
Waterfowl are a group of diverse birds with diverse habitat requirements.

Waterfowl

have exceptionally high-energy requirements due to their energetically expensive life
cycle events including migration, molting, and reproduction.

These requirements are

satisfied by a variety of wetland habitats (Fredrickson and Reid, 1988). As a result of
high mobility and a migratory Ii fe cycle, waterfowl can spread their resource
consumption over wetlands separated by great distances.
Waterfowl have differing needs and tolerances for the density , height, and type of
vegelation. For example , mallards prefer habitats with dense vegetation while northern
pintail s prefer sparse vegetation with shallow open water (Fredrickson and Reid , 1988).
In general , monoculture s of vegetation such as large expanse s of cattail are less beneficial
to waterfowl than wetlands with more diverse species compositions . For managing
modified wetlands, manipulating the wetland to emulate natural wetland complexe s and
water regimes will provide diverse habitats for a variety of waterfowl (Fredrickson and
Reid, 1988).
Nesting habitat is of high importance for the persistence of waterfowl on a site.
Individual waterfowl species have varying nesting habitat needs. For example, the
highest nesting densities for Northern pintails occur in open habitats where vegetation is
sparse and often far from water. Common plants in these areas include meadow and
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prairie grasses as well as rushes. Pintails also nest in agricu ltural areas more frequently
than other dabblers and commonly use pastures, roadsides and hayfields as nesting
habitat (Fredrickson and Heitmeyer, 1991 ). Mallards typically nests within l 00 yards of
water, in depressions ofte n lined with pasture grasses and herbaceous plants such as
alfalfa (Fredrickson and Reid, 1988). The Trout Creek restoration site contains abund ant
nesting habitat suitable for a variety of waterfowl species.
Natura l wet land sites in southeastern Idaho generally contain a mixture of
Common cattail (Typha latifolia), various sedges (Carex sp.) and Hardstem bulrush
(Scirpus acutus).

According to information obtained in a telephone conversation with

Chris Hoag (2008), a wetland plant eco logist with the Aberdeen Plant Materials Center of
the NRCS, a 9: l ratio of bulrush to cattail is the most optima l ratio for waterfow l species
in this region. Due to the high density of cattail existing in the site, cattail removal and
subsequent bulrush transplanting will be necessary to estab lish bulrush in numbers large
enough to reach this goal.

Site Description

The Trout Creek restoration site is situated on the Whiskey Creek Ranch, located
approximate ly midway between the headwaters of the creek and its confluence with the
Bear River near Thatcher, Idaho (See Context Map pp. 46). This restoration site is
approximately 1/3 mile in leng th, and the elevation is approximate ly 5, 100 feet. Trout
Creek is a sprin g driven system with relatively constant flows year-round. Spring
snow melt does not significantly impact the intensity of flow in the creek. The creek is
located in a mid-elevation unc onfined alluvial va lley.

L3

Historically, Trout Creek had a low gradient and high sin uosity. Approximately
forty years ago the creek was diverted out of its original channel and re-routed into a
canal that flows around the eastern and southern boundaries of the property and does not
return to its original channel until the southwest boundary of the site (see Existing
Drainage map pp. 47).

Land use practices (primarily livestock grazing) and a lack of

water in the channel due to the diversion resulted in an almost complete absence of
woody riparian vegetation along the original channel. This lack of woody riparian
vegetation provides very poor habitat for BCT, pheasant, and waterfowl species.
On the Southwest side of the site, severa l springs exist that provide a significant
amount of standing water to the original stream channel. This water has resulted in a
substantial wetland plant community currently dominated by Common cattai l (Typha
latifolia) and Nebraska sedge (Carex nebrascensis), but also includes some Hardstem

bulrush (Scirpus acutus). This emergent wetland community is one of three terrestrial
plant communities that exist on the site (see Existing Vegetation map pp. 48). The other
plant community types are a sedge/rush community and a mesic meadow community.
The sedge/rush community consists primarily of Nebraska Sedge and other sedges
(Carex sp.), Baltic rush (}uncus balticus), Foxtail barley (Hordeumjubatum),

and Willow

herb (Epilobium sp.).
The mesic meadow community consists primarily of Kentucky bluegrass (Poa
pratensis), Intermediate wheatgrass (Thinopyrum intermedium), Timothy (Phleum
pretense), Smooth brome (Bromus inermis), Redtop (Agrostis capillaries), Wood's wild

rose (Rosa woodsii). Other (secondary) spec ies in the mesic meadow community include
Orchard grass (Dacty lus glomerata), Horsetail (Equisetum sp.), and Mint (Mentha sp.).
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The location of these plant communities can be seen on the existing vegetation
community map (pp. 48).
The survey of existing vegetation on the Trout Creek restoration site indicates that
the site has been significantly disturbed.

Ecological disturbance affects which plant

communities can exist on specific soil types. For example, improper grazing
management often facilitates the invasion of non-native species. Continued improper
grazing management coupled with stream alterations often cause the water table to lower,
resulting in altered soil moisture conditions, leading to changes in vegetation community
composition (Platts, 1991 ).
According to the Natural Resource Conservation Services' Draft Ecological Site
Description (2007) of Trout Creek and the surrounding area, three distinct terrestrial plant
communities

are possible depending on the level of disturbance the site has experienced.

The first is State 1, Plant Community A: the historic climax plant community that would
have historically existed if the site was undisturbed.

The second is State 1, Plant

Community B: the plant community that would exist under a moderate level of
disturbance.

Third is State 2: the plant community that would exist after significant

disturbance and subsequent lowering of the water table. The possible plant communities
for the three different levels of severity of ecological disturbance are as follows:
"State 1, Plant Community A. Historic climax plant community.

The HCPC has

Tufted hairgrass and Nebraska sedge as co-dominant in the herbaceous layer~ There are a
wide variety of grasses and grass-like species and forbs that may occur in minor amounts.
Some of these species may be dominant in small areas due to soil and water variations.
Willows and shrubby cinquefoil can occur in small amounts.
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State 1, Plant Community B. This plant commun ity is dominated by Nebraska
sedge, other se dges and Baltic rush. Forbs have increased in the community and
Kentucky bluegrass may have invaded. This phase has developed due to improper
grazing management. The water table has not been lowered from that of Pha se A.
State 2. This plant community is dominated by Nebraska sedge and other sedges
and Baltic rush, but the overall production potential of the site is much lower than State 1.
There is an increase in forbs and grasses that require less soil moisture. Kentucky
bluegrass , Redtop bentgrass and Meadow foxtail may have invaded the community. This
state developed due to continued improper grazing management and a permanent
lowering of the water table from 20-40 inches to 40-60 inches below the surface. This
sta te can be similar to Dry Meadow in early seral state. The site has crossed the
threshold. This state cannot be returned to State l without raising the water table. This
might be done using structures or bio-engineering over time, but the plant community
may take many years to approach the plant community in State l." (NRCS, 2008).
Using the NRCS descriptions above, the site was rated as having a State 2 plant
community. The high level of disturbance associated with the State 2 plant community
types such as Kentucky bluegra ss and Redtop bentgra ss is assumed to be the major factor
in site degradation. The considerable presence of State 2 specie s suggests the water table
has dropped significantly and restoration to the State l plant community is only possible
with extensive restoration efforts.
A goa l of this project is to provide the necessary vegetative conditions for the site
to be self-s ustai nin g and over time, raise the water table enough for a return to State l
plant communities which support various wildlife and cold-water fish species such as
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BCT. Establishing riparian plants that prevent erosion and stream downcutting will be
critical for returning the stream to a more functional hydrologic condition .
It is important to understand the soil types existing on the site and what type of
vegetation they can support. Differing soil characteristics such as texture, depth, and
drainage characteristics affect what types of vegetation can grow at any given place. The
soils on the site have not yet been included in an NRCS Soil Survey; however they are
classified by the NRCS as a "Nuffer-Blackotter Complex" agricultura l soil. "The Nuffer
series consists of very deep , so mewhat poorly drained soils formed in mixed alluvium.
They are on low terraces and slightly elevated areas on flood plains. Slopes range from O
to 2 percent. Permeability is moderately rapid in the upper part and very rapid in the
lower part." (National Cooperative Soil Survey, 2008).

Case Studies

Two case studies of riparian revegetation projects were used as precedent s for the
Trout Creek revegetation process . It is important to use successful revegetation projects
as precedent s for the Trout Creek revegetation to ensure an appropriate proce ss is taken
in developing the plan. The use of precedents helps to avoid mistakes and offers insight s
into the opportunities and constrai nts of different restoration projects. The first case
study is the Provo River Restoration Project ju st downstream of Jordanelle Dam in Utah.
The seco nd is the Lower Red River Meadow Restoration Project in north-central Idaho .
These two sites were selected because they contained simi lar objectives and leve ls of
degradation as Trout Creek. Additionally , the Lower Red Riv er project was of a simi lar
scale and strea m type as Trout Creek .
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PRECEDENT l: PROVO RIVER RESTORATION

Historically the middle Provo River meandered through the Heber Valley,
offering outstanding fish a1H.iwild life habitat. In the 1940s the middle Provo River was
channelized and confined between dikes. As a result of this channel alteration, the
complex middle Provo River ecosystem was lost. In the early 1990s the Jordanelle Dam
was constructed just upstream of the Heber Valley, further impacting the flow and
hydrologic regime of the Provo River (Wild Fish Habitat Initiative, 2008).

In 1999, the Utah Reclamation Mitigation and Conservation Commission began
the Provo River Restoration Project (PRRP) downstream of Jordanelle Dam. The project
was funded to offset the impacts to the river from water management activities associated
with the dam by restoring the middle Provo River's pattern and ecological function to a
more natural condition. In addition to channel modifications and flood plain
reconnection, the PRRP included both passive and active riparian revegetation measures
as a means to restore riparian areas for improved fish and wildlife habitat.
Although the PRPP is much larger in scale than the Trout Creek Revegetation
plan, many of the restoration principles directly apply to the Trout Creek restoration.
Determining the historic riparian vegetation composition, as well as prescribing what
plant communities should be reestablished are two main components of the PRPP applied
to the Trout Creek plan. A summary of the riparian vegetation section of the PRPP is
included in the appendix of this report (see Appendix Item 1).
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PRECEDENT 2: LOWER RED RIVER MEADOW RESTORATION

Since the early L900s, human activities have impacted the hydrology and ecology of
the Lower Red River Meadow. The river channel was straightened and native riparian
vegetation eliminated due to dredge mining, or in an attempt to reduce flooding and
maximize grazing area throughout the meadow. The river/wet meadow ecosystem
responded with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

decreased channel length and sinuosity
channel downcutting
disconnection of the river from the meadow floodplain
lowered water table
elevated water temperatures in the river
reduced quantity and quality of fish and wildlife habitat (Wild Fish Habitat
Initiative, 2008)
Historically, the Red River supported abundant numbers and diverse population s

of fish species. Although so me native species still persist, they are generally found in
low numbers. The low population levels are due in part to the habitat and water quality
degradation that has taken place (Wild Fish Habitat Initiative, 2008).
The Lower Red River (LRR ) Meadow Restoration is more similar in scale to the
Trout Creek project than the Provo River Restoration.

The causes of degradation are also

very similar. Improper grazing management and other human-induced facto rs such as
straightening of the stream, have caused a loss of riparian vegetation and a lowering of
the water table in both streams. Restoration activities on the LRR included reconnecting
historic meanders, constructing new meanders, reshaping channel cross sec tion s,
installing a variety of bioengineered bank treatments, and planting native riparian
vegeta tion (Wild Fish Habitat Initiative, 2008). The Trout Creek restoration also includes
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the construction of a new channel and re shaping old meanders, bioen gineering
techniques, and native plant re-vege tation .
A review of the LRR ca se study aided the Trout Creek project in several ways.
The determinaLion of historic native vegetation composition and the selection of
revegetation specie s are modeled in part after the LRR plan. Additionally, broad
concepts from the LRR plan on vegetat ion placement for the succe ss of young plants and
wildlife benefi t was appli ed to the Trout Creek pl an. A full summ ary of the revege tati on
plan of the Lower Red Riv er can be found in the appendi x of this report (see Appendix
Item 2).

Methodology

Planning the Trout Creek Re'vegetat ion Plan was an in -dept h process invol ving
several steps, beginning with a site inv entory, ana lysis and research of the site's natural
potential and charac teristics. Specific management goa ls and site condit ions dictated
what vegetatio n treatments and future manageme nt pre sc rip tions need to occ ur on the
site. The process was derived from a comb ination of a litera ture review including two
re leva nt case studi es and the coor din ation and input from loca l restoratio n ex perts C hris
Hoa g and Eve Da vies.
Portion s o f the deve lopment of the Trout Creek Reve ge tation Plan were based on
case st udie s of the Prov o River Revege tation Plan in Utah and the Lower Red River
Meadow Revege tation Plan in Idaho. The following tabl es illu strate process simil aritie s
and difference s in the 3 project s. Table l lists step s in the proce ss of determining historic
vegetation communities and the mea sured conditions of the on-site survey of each plan .
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Table 2 compares the plant selection criteria for each project along with the widths of the
riparian zone and buffer widths. Table 3 illustrates the benefits of each design for fish
and wildlife with the previously mentioned emphasis on BCT, pheasants, and waterfowl
in the Trout Creek Revegetation Plan.
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TABLE 1

PROJECT

Determining Historic
Vegetation

Precedent 1:

The PRRP determined historic
vegetati on co mmuni ties using these
factors:

The on-site surveys of the Provo
River co ll ected data the following
var iables:

•

•

Provo River,
UT

•
•
•

Precedent 2:
Lower Red
River
Meadow, ID

no pristine reference sites were
fou nd
several imp acted reference
sites were used
historical aerial photo s
surveys of nearby sites that
hadn' t been diked, dredged,
recently grazed, damned , or
de watered.

LRRM Restorat ion determined
hi storic vegetatio n commu nities
using these factors:

•
•
•

adj acent land surveys
historica l data and photograph s
local accounts of hi storical
cond itions.

On-site Survey

woody and herbaceous species
compositio n
• tree basal area
• woody plant stem density
• % oversto ry cove r
• herbaceous plant cove r
• tree popuiation age
• soi l survey
• fish and w ildli fe species
dist ributi on and abundance
The LRRM on site surveys
includ ed data co ll ection and
mapping of the fo ll ow ing
variab les:

•
•

•
Current
Project Site:
Trout Creek,
ID

Hi stori c vegetation was determined
from the fo ll ow ing factors:

•
•
•
•

no suit able reference sites were
found
survey of adjace nt Wh iskey
Creek (hi ghl y impacted)
histor ical accounts from
experts in the field and of the
geogra phic area
lit erature review of histor ic
ecological condi ti ons

woody and herbaceous species
co mpositi on
soil survey
mapping ex isting vegetation
commu niti es

The on-site survey o f T rout Creek
included data col lect ion mapping
o f the foll ow ing variable s:

•

•
•

•

woody and herbaceous species
compos it ion
existing vegetatio n
co mmuniti es
new channel ali gnment
li terature review for soil
characteri stics

Table 1- Comparison of historic vegetation determination and components of on-site
surveys.
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TABLE 2
PROJECT

Plant Selection

Riparian Zone Width

Precedent 1:

T he PRRP selected pl ants based on the
fo ll ow ing crit eri a:

Th e PRRP 's rip ari an zone w idth vari es
greatl y.

Provo River, UT

Precedent 2:
Lower Red River
Meadow, ID

Current Project
Site:
Trout Creek, ID

•

•

the river is co nnected to a
functi onin g fl oodpl ain
between 800 and 2,200 f t.
w ide and in many
locatio ns the floo dpl ain is
buffe red

nati ve plants fo und along Provo
Ri ver+ /- 300 ft. fr om revegetati on
site
• species fo und along designated
reference reaches
• nati ve species that have a hi gh
value (e.g. w ildli fe foo d).
T he LRRM selected pl ants based on
the fo ll ow ing cr iteri a:

Th e L RRM 's rip ari an w idth fo ll ows thi s
guidelin e:

•

•

nati ve plants onl y
seed co ll ected on-site
• w ill ows coll ected from nearby and
simil ar sites
• seed and pl ant selection subject to
avail abilit y
T he Tr out Creek Revegetati on Plan
selected plants based on the fo ll ow ing
crit eri a:

•

•
•

T rout Creek 's rip ari an zone w idth
foll ows the foll ow ing guidelin es:

•
nati ve or non-in vasive pl ants only,
foc using on w ildli fe value.
will ows co ll ected fr om nearb y and
si mil ar sites

•
•

•
•
•

includes:
streamside rip ari an vegetati on
emergent wetl and vegetati on
woody upl and vegetati on

rip ari an zone extends a minimu m o f
20 ft. fr om streambank edge

•

rip ari an zone w idth vari es along the
length o f the site
a minimum of 20 ft. of rip ari an
vegetati on w ill be main tained fro m
the streambank edge
a 35 ft. " no disturb ance zone" free
fr om all agri cultu ral and other
activiti es w ill exte nd from the edge
of the acti ve fl oodpl ain
" no d isturb ance zone" w i 11exte nd
50 ft. fr om all wetl ands and sprin gs

Table 2 - Comparison of plant selection and riparian zone width components of the
PRRP, LRR, and Trout Creek Revegetation Plans.
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TABLE 3

PROJECT

Fish Habitat

Wildlife Habitat

Precedent 1:

An increase in aquatic habitat
div ersit y is obtained by creati ng :
Side channels

The vegetation has a natural
design with features that
provide:

Undercut banks

•

In creased cover from
streambank vegetation

Historical habitat vari ability
and structure

•

800- to 2,200-foot of
prot ected floodpl ain.

•

Wildlife habitat has
increased dra matically.

Provo River, UT

•
•
•
•

Precedent 2:
Lower Red River
Meadow, ID

Improved water qualit y

Riparian plantin gs wi ll create
and enhance fi sh habitat
co ndition s by increasing:

Th e revegetation plan is
beneficial to a var iety of wildlife
species by providing:

•
•

Bank stabilit y

•

Div erse and dense plantings
in riparian corrid or

•

W oody debris input

•

Exp anded wet land and open
water ar eas

•
•

U ndercut banks
W ater quality
Stream shading

Whil e decreasing:

•
•
Current project site:
Trout Creek, ID

Stream temperatures
Suspended sedim ent

Riparian plantings and restored
channel will create and enhance
fi h habit at (especiall y for BCT)
by increasing:

•
•

U ndercut banks

•

W oody debri s input

Bank stabilit y

•

W ater qualit y

•

Stream shading

Whil e decreasing:

•
•

Stream temperatures
Suspended sedim ent

B oth pro vide:
• Nesting
• Foraging
• Cover

Th e revegetation plan is
designed for use by a vari ety of
bird and mammal species,
foc using particularl y on upl and
game bird s and waterfow l , by
prov idin g:

•

Di verse and dense pl antin gs
in rip ari an corrid or

•

Ex panded wetl and and open
water areas

•

Fr uit -producing upland
vegetation

•

Up land nestin g, foraging
and cove r habitat

Table 3 - Comparison of fish and wildlife habitat components of the PRRP, LRR,
and Trout Creek Revegetation Plans.
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Using the PRRP and the LRR case studies as precedents , the methodology of the
Trout Creek Revegetation Plan was broken down into 8 steps: l) understanding current
plant communities existing on the site, 2) identifying historic native plant communities,
3) determining the most appropriate species for revegetation, 4) design and reconstruction
of the historic channel and reconstruction of a new channel, 5) the construction of a
newly designed stream channel, 6) the determination and design of a plan for the
implementation of three distinct re vegetation needs (streambank, wetland, and upland
revegetation treatments), 7) development of an herbivory monitoring and prevention plan,
and 8) the determination of an optimal riparian buffer width .
Step l: The first goal of the Trout Creek Revegetation plan was to under stand
what plant communities existed ori the site . To accomplish this, a detailed vegetation
inventory of the site was conducted as the first step in the proces s. This was conducted in
both of the precedent case studies. At the Trout Creek site technician s identified
individual plant species, their location , and relationships to other plants and the landsc ape
as well as their proximity to the stream and distance from the water table. This
vegetation survey established a relationship between growi ng conditions and plant
species prese nce. Plant species were identified usin g plant identification keys, with
assistance from Eve Davies, a PacifiCorp biologist. Plant s that were unable to be
identified were taken to the Intermountain Herbarium at Utah State University for proper
identification.
Once all dominant spec ies were identified, three distinct vegetation communities
were classified on the site: l) a mesic meadow community 2) a sedge/rush community,
and 3) an emergent wetland/marsh community. Mesic meadow vegetation occupied sites
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that were dryer and generally at higher elevation than adjacent sedge/ru sh or emergent
wetland communitie s. Sedge/ru sh vege tation occupied wetter sites than the Mesic
Meadow community and was often found in depre ssion s closer to the water table . Any
area with at least fifty percent sedge/rush cover was con sidered to have a sedge/rush
community type . Emergent wetland vegetation occupied the wettest sites, usually
directly adjacent to the original stream channel. Po sitional data of the boundarie s of each
vegetatio n community was collected using handheld GPS unit s. Thi s data was then
uploaded into ArcMap GIS to create a map of the existing vegetation communities (see
Existing Vegetation Communities Map, pp. 48 ).
Step 2: The seco nd step in the proce ss was to identify native plant communities
which exis ted on the site prior to human disturbanc e and to identify the ex tent of the
disturban ce's ecologica l imp act. Ideal] y this step is acco mpli shed by analyzing and
comparing a nearby, undi sturb ed refe rence site of the same stream or a nea rby stream.
High-quality reference sites serve two main functions in restora tion effor ts: they provide
a compar ison of sites that allows an assessme nt of the extent of ecological imp acts and
also serve as a template fo r describing desired future conditions (Brinso n and Rheinhardt,
1996) . Unfort unately no undi sturb ed or nea rly und isturbed refere nce sites ex ist anywhere
in the surro undin g area. The LRR and PRRP case studi es ex perienced similar problem s
in identifyin g ideal refere nce sites. In both cases, lilerature analysis and historical
acco unts of the area provid ed use ful informati on to identify historic vege tation (see Table
l and Appendix Item s l & 2). For Trout Creek thi s informati on was obtained

conversations with Chris Ho ag of the NRCS and Eve Da vies of PacifiCorp. Their expert
knowledge of the historic conditions of the area , as well as a review of the NRCS'
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Ecological Site Description of the area, determined that the streamside woody vegetation
within the mesic meadow community was historically dominated by Coyote willow (Salix
exigua) and Yellow willow (Salix lutea) (Hoag 2008, Davies 2008, and NRCS Ecological

Site Description, 2007).
Impacted wetlands on the Trout Creek site, although dominated by Common
cattail (Typha latifolia), contain Hardstem bulrush (Scirpus acutus) and a variety of
sedges (Carex sp.) (See Figure 1). The PRRP and LRR case studies used surveys of
nearby areas to help determine historic vegetation composition (see Table 1 and
Appendix Items 1 & 2). Healthier wetlands on the adjacent Whiskey Creek to the
northwest contained a more balanced ratio of cattail, bulrush, and sedges (Figure 2).
Although Whiskey Creek is not a pristine reference site, it is an adjacent site with a
healthier composition of vegetation than Trout Creek and gives hints as to what historic
vegetation may have existed. Conversations with experts, Chris Hoag and Eve Davies,
confirmed these species were the historic dominant emergent wetland community species.
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Figure 1- Emergent wetland community dominated by a monoculture
Creek

of Common cattail on Trout

Figure 2- Mixture of Common cattail and Hardstem bulrush found in an emergent wetland
community on Wh iskey Creek.
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The Whiskey Creek site also provided indications of the types of historic woody
upland vegetation existed in the mesic meadow community. On Whiskey Creek, Wood's
wild rose (Rosa woodsii), Western black hawthorne (Crataegus rivularis) (Figure 3), and
Golden currant (Ribes aureum) were found in small amounts. All three of these species
are native to the region. Chris Hoag and Eve Davies confirmed that it is probable these
species also occurred on the Trout Creek restoration site.

Figure 3- Western black hawthorn found on Whiskey Creek

Historic information on grass and sedge species within the mesic meadow
community was obtained through literature review. The NRCS Ecological Site
Description of the area states that the historic climax plant community in this area wou ld
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typically consist of tufted hairgra ss (Desc hamp sia caesp itosa) and Nebraska sedge
(Carex nebra sken sis) as dominant spec ies and a variety of other grass speci es would exist

in smaller amounts. The Trout Creek vegetation survey information indicat ed that
Kentucky bluegra ss (Paa prat ensis), Intermediate wheatgras s (Thinop y rum interm edium ),
and Redtop bentgra ss (Agrostis capillari es) invaded the site and hav e becom e the
dominant specie s.
Step 3: Th e next step was to determine whic h species would be the most
appropriate for re vege tating the site in accor dance with the management goals and site
co nditi ons. For streamside vege tation in the mesic meadow community, Coyote willow
(Sa lix exigua) and Yellow willow (Sa lix lutea) were the obv ious choices of willow

species for severa l reasons (Figure 4 ). First, they are the historic willow community that
existed on-site. Secondly, they are extreme ly successfu l spec ies for streambank
stabili zation. Thirdly, these species are readily avai lable to harvest from severa l loca l
PacifiCorp ow ned sites near Soda Springs, ID.
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Figure 4- Examp le of Coyote willow (Salix exigua) on a streambank of the Owyhee River.

The sedge/rush community contained a mixture of plants that closely resembles
the historic plant community composition.

Introducing additional sedge/rush species is

therefore, not necessary. This is also the case for the emergent wetland community
which contains a mixture of Nebraska sedge (Carex nebraskensis) , Hardstem bulrush
(Scirpus acutus), and Common cattail (Typha latifolia).
Current ly, no significant amount of woody upland vegetation exists on the Trout
Creek site. Restoring diverse woody upland vegetation to the mesic meadow vegetation
communities is critical to provide forage, nesting, and wintering habitat for upland bird ,
waterfowl and other game species. The primary upland revegetation species will consist
of Wood ' s wild rose (Rosa woodsii) and Golden currant (Ribes aureum). These native
species will provide an excellent food source for wildlife. Additionally these species
reproduce not only by seed, but also rhyzomatically, resu lting in rapid colonization.
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Wood 's wild rose and Golden currant are also available from local nurseries . Due to the
management goal of maximizing wildlife habitat , two species not native to the site, but
non-invasive were considered . The LRR case study used several species that were
historically absent from the LRR, but did occur in limited numbers on nearby site s (see
Appendix Item 2). Using this successful precedent , Common chokecherry (Prunus

virginiana) and We stern mockorange (Philadelphus occidentalis) are optional specie s
spec ified to provide additional forage for wildlife. Although Chokecherry is nativ e to the
region , it is unlikely to have occurred naturally on the site. Additionally, We stern
mockorange , a native to the western United States is also specified for introduction to
Trout Creek at the land manager 's di scretion if adequate suppli es of Wood 's wild rose or
Go lden currant are unavailab le. Wes tern mockorange will survive well under the site's
soil and moisture conditions and pro vide s a valuable food so urce for wildlife. If
Chokecherry is used, it is specifi ed to be planted on the drie st area s of the site.
Step 4: A consultation with Tyler Allred of Allred Restora tio n, the profe ssional
hydrologist contracted by the landowner, was· co ndu cted at the Trout Creek restorat ion
site to discuss the des ign and reconstruction of the histor ic channel and co nstruction of a
new sect ion of stream channel. At this meeting, Tyler Allred physically laid out the
alignm ent of the new channel. The new channel will follow the histo ric Trout Creek
chann e l for about V<io f the distance of the channel at which point a new chann el will be
dug to the eas t o f the historic one (see Reco nstructed Channel map pp. 49 ). Thi s new
channel layout will provide additional length of flowing stream for fish habitat and also
keep the existing wetl ands in an inund ated condition.

As the hydrolo gist, Tyl er Allred

was respon sible for the de sign of the stream meander s, location , and bank angles
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(steepness).

Streambanks will be at least forty five degrees, resulting in a bank slo"pe of

l: l or greater. This will provide opportunities for the hydraulic forces of the stream to
create undercut banks, a critical habitat component for BCT.
Step 5: Construction of the new stream channel was completed soon after the
channel design was finalized. The new channel was mapped using a handheld GPS unit.
Next the data was inputted into ArcMap GIS to produce a visual map of the new channel
(see Reconstructed Channel map pp. 49). By overlaying the new channel data over the
data for the existing vegetation communities it was possible to determine which
vegetation communities existed at specific points along the new channel. Existing
vegetation communities indicate a site's soil moisture conditions and its ability to support
specific types of plant species. In combination with the topographic survey map of the
area (see Appendix Item 4), the existing vegetation map was valuable in determining
which re-introduced vegetation types would be likely to survive at any given point on the
new channel.
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Figure 5- Section of newly constructed channel within a mesic meadow vegetation community at the
Trout Creek site.

Figure 6- Inside bend of newly constructed channel within a sedge/rush community at the Trout
Creek site.
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Step 6: Three distinct types of revegetation needs existed on the site: 1)
streambank treatments, 2) wetland treatments, and 3) upland vegetation treatments.
Streambank treatments were divided into two categories la) mesic meadow treatments
and 1b) sedge/rush treatments, based on the dominant vegetation community that existed
at the location of treatment.
la) Mesic meadow streambank treatments will re-vegetate the streambanks with
Yellow willow (Salix lutea) and Coyote willow (Salix exigua). It is the nature of
streambank erosion that outside bends receive more erosive forces from stream flow than
inside bends and runs. Taking this into consideration, willow planting treatments are
further separated into two types: outside bend treatments and inside bend/run treatments.
The relatively constant flow , low erosion potential, and steep bank angle of Trout
Creek, and the desire to use Coyote and Yellow willows made horizontal willow fascines
a particularly good bioengineering choice for this revegetation project. Other
bioengineering techniques considered included brush mattresses, vertical willow bundles,
post, and pole plantings. The PRRP and LRR case studies used a variety of techniques
for willow revegetation depending largely on their specific site characteri stics. The
conditions on Trout Creek vary greatly from those in the PRRP and LRR restorations,
thus horizontal willow fascines are prescribed for the specific site conditions on Trout
Creek.
Horizontal fascines are sausage-shaped bundles of live willow cuttings fastened
together and inserted into a trench dug into the streambank. The willow fascines sprout
and take root, stabilizing the streambank with a dense matrix of roots. Coyote and
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Yellow willow s are particularly good speci es for this method becau se of their den se root
sys tem s (Bentrup and Hoag, 1998) .
Instruction s for building and in stallin g horizontal willow fascines were tak e n from
The Practic al Streambank Bioengineering Guide wriiLen by Gary Bentrup and Chri s
Hoag of the lnterag ency Riparian/Wetland Plant Development Project. Some
modification s to the installati on instructions contained in that public ation were suggested
by Chris Hoag during perso nal telephone conversations.
On inside bend s and run s, one hori zon tal fasc ine , eight inches in di amete r will be
in stalled at the low water line with one half of the fasc in e subm erged and the other half
out of the water.

To prov ide additi onal erosion prot ec tion, on outside bend s, tw o

fascines will be installed. The first is to be co mpletely submer ged and the seco nd stac ked
directly on top of the first, will remain abo ve the low water line . Det ailed instructions
and di agra ms for this treatment ca n be found in the Trout Creek Rev ege tati on Pl an
sect ion of this report.
1b) T he seco nd set of streamba nk treatments foc us on the areas of the stream that
are dominated by a sedge/r ush commu nity. Any area with at least fifty percent
sedge/rus h cover was considered to have a sedge/rush community type. Sedge/rush
spec ies have extreme ly fibrous roo t sys tems and are exce llent spec ies fo r stab ilizi ng
streamban ks. Several methods of vegetati ng streambanks wit h sedge/r ush vegetat ion
were consi dere d includin g sod mattresses and plug plantings. However, due to the cost
and labor associated with these meth ods, an alternati ve was formulated utili z ing the
existing vegetation on top of the streambank s. By excava ting so il hori zo ntally on the
streambank underneath sedge/ru sh vegetation, an undercut will be created. The layer of
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soil and vegetation above the undercut will be laid down to the streambank, leaving a mat
of sedges and rushes that will armor the streambank and provide significant erosion
protection. This treatment is prescribed for all streambanks where sedge/rush vegetation
comprises at least fifty percent of the vegetative cover adjacent to the stream. More
detailed information and diagrams about this treatment can be found in the Trout Creek
Revegetation Plan section of this report.
2) Wetland treatments are necessary on Trout Creek due to the monocultures of
cattail that dominate the wetlands on the site. A goal of reestablishing Hardstem bulrush
(Scirpus acutus) and Common cattail (Typha latifolia) at a 9: l ratio and creating 50 %

open water was established.

Through conversations with Chris Hoag and Eve Davies, a

mechanical removal of cattails with an excavator and subsequent planting of bulrush was
determined to be the easiest way to achieve this goal. Several methods of planting
bulrush were investigated including transplanting, planting by seed, and planting young
bulrush plugs. Due to the inability to control water depth fluctuations on the site, it is
doubtful that planting by seed and young plugs would be successful. Transplanting
mature bulrush from another site offers the best chance for success. Not enough bulrush
is locally available to replace all cattails . Therefore, an increase in the amount of openwater areas must be achieved by controlling the depth of the ponds. Open water areas are
to be dug at least 3 feet deep to keep cattails from reestablishing as quickly. This
maintenance operation will need to be performed every 2-3 years to maintain the openwater habitat. Detailed information about these treatments can be found in the Trout
Creek Revegetation Plan section of this report.
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3) Upland vegetation treatment s are designed to maximize wildlife food and
cover. The habitat needs to support a high number of diver se upland game birds.
Flowering plant s that produce edible fruit s are therefore of high importance . Of the
plants that are native to the site, Golden cu1rant (Rihes aureum) and Wood' s wild rose
(Rosa woodsii) were selected as the primary upland vegetation for reestabli shment.

We stern black haw thorn e (Crataegus rivularis) although native to the site , was not
chosen due to its slow grow th and difficult y of establishment.

As an alternati ve,

Common chokecherry (Prunu s virg iniana ) was pre scr ibed for the dryer areas of the site.
We stern mockoran ge, althou gh not native to the area was se lecte d as an optional plant to
be used at the land mana ge r's discretion (depe ndin g on the ava ilabilit y of other
prescr ibed spec ies) to provid e add itional forage due to its non-inva sive natur e and abilit y
to grow in the mes ic meadow upland areas. Gra sses serve as import ant prot ec tive cover
for pheasants and du cks. The Trout Creek site contains an ab undant and di verse
collection of tall grasses suitable for pheasant and waterfowl nes ting and prot ec tive
cover, thus no new grass seed ing was prescribed.
Plant spacing was an importa nt part of the planting des ign. Wood's wild rose is
to be planted at 3 feet on-ce nter while Go lden curr ant , C hokec herry, and Mockorange are
to be planted at S feet on-cen ter. According to Chris H oag, these are the most favorab le
spaci ng int erva ls to provide dense vegetation masses for op tim al wildlife cover.
Prop er site preparation is critical to the success of yo un g woody plantin gs to
pro vide prop er establishment co nditi ons and to reduce competition from adjacent
herbaceous vegetation cover. Herbicid e app lication and subsequent tillage , is to be
conducted to provide a weed-free and uncompacted soil environment for healthy root
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establishment.

Installation of landscape fabric around new plantings to inhibit

competition from new weed growth is also prescribed.

Detailed instructions for these

treatments can be found in the upland vegetation section of the Trout Creek Revegetation
Plan included in this report.
Young woody vegetation is very sensitive to drought, and thus needs to be
irrigated during the year's hottest months. Through conversations with Tony Selley of
Tony's Grove Nursery in Logan, Utah, it was determined that sprinkler irrigation of%
inch of water, once per week from mid June through late July will be necessary for the
first two growing seasons (Selley, 2008). This is similar to the LRR case study (see
Appendix Item 2).
Step 7: Developing an herbivory monitoring plan and implementing prevention
measures are essential to protecting young riparian, wetland, and upland vegetation from
predation by beaver, mule deer and other herbivores.

Several methods of reducing

herbivory exist including trapping, fencing, repellants and tree shelters. Tree shelters
provide an effective physical barrier around the stems of young plantings. Constructed
from plastic, cloth or wire mesh, tree. shelters are a cost effective method of reducing
predation on young plants and seedlings. The LRR case study prescribed using large
wildlife exclosures.

Due to the cost and labor associated with wildlife exclosures, they

are prescribed only if wildlife damage is found to be occurring on the Trout Creek site
after other methods (tree shelters, trapping , etc) are implemented.

Monitoring the health

of young woody plants is also vital for the first three years. If significant predation is
observed, protective exclosures must be constructed to keep deer and beaver away from
young plants.
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Step 8: Establishing a designated riparian buffer is critical to protecting the
integrity of riparian plantings and wetlands. Ideally , three riparian buffer zones allowing
increased activity as distance from the stream increases would be estab lished (see riparian
buffer zone guidelines pp. 9). Land adjacent to the Trout Creek restoration site is already
heavily impacted and owned by various individual s, effectively negating the possibility
of controlling land use s along the entire corridor. Therefore only land within the project
boundaries will be considered for management guidelines.

However, to create long term

stability in the watershed, it will be essential to implement buffers upstream and
downstream of the project site. Perhaps this project will illu strate the benefit s of riparian
buffers and entice other landowner s to implement the same be st management practice s.
The characteristics of the restoration site dictate a zone l, " no disturbance zone" will be
the only designated riparian buffer. These restricting site characteristics includ e close
proximity to roads and exurban development, agr icultural production, and uncontrolled
adjacent land uses such as cattle grazing. The riparian buff er will be established from the
high water mark of the stream, landward to the outer edge of the active floodplain plus a
minimum of 35 feet. Additionally, this no disturbance zone will extend a minimum of 50
feet from any wetland or spr ing.
Formulating the Trout Creek Re vegetation Plan was a comprehensive effort
requiring on-site surveys, a literatur e review and coordination with many professionals.
The following sect ion of this report is the completed revegetation plan deve loped for
PacifiCorp, the USDA Natural Re so urce Conservation Service, and the land manager of
the property, Kent Klegg. A revegetation p lan is a comprehensive set of planting
prescriptions de signed to re-establi sh vegetation on a restoration project for the purpose

40
of: 1) preventing erosion 2) creating and enhancing fish and wildlife habitat, and 3)
improving water quality. This revegetation plan was a required part of the process for
obtaining a stream alteration permit from the Idaho Department of Water Resources and
is a suitable format to be integrated into future riparian revegetation plans.
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Trout Creek
Revegetation Plan
Preparedby: Dan Bolin - LAEP Department, Utah State University

1.1
Introduction
This plan provides specific planting guidelines for the revegetation of Trout
Creek. The objectives of this plan are to provide optimal habitat for upland game
birds such as pheasant, as well as waterfowl and Bonneville Cutthroat Trout, and
to improve the overall water quality of Trout Creek. In addi tion to habitat and
water quality objectives, this plan takes into consideration the aesthetic qualities
of the site. Many of the species recommended by this plan are native to the local
area.
Several decades ago Trout Creek was diverted out of its original channel and
placed into a canal that flows around the eastern and southern borders of the
project area. As part of a comprehensive restoration of this site, the creek will be
rerouted back into its original channel and into a newly constructed section of
channel. Trout Creek has been farmed and grazed for several decades and
currently no woody riparian or upland vegetation exists on the site . Fish and
wildlife habitat on the site is currently marginal at best. This plan will focus on
the reveg etation of a significant portion of Trout Cr eek. Revegetation treatments
will drastically improve habitat for fish and wildlife species on the site.
Revegetation treatments for Trout Creek fall into 3 categories: 1) streambank
treatment s, 2) emergent wetland treatments,
and 3) upland vegetation
treatments. Revegetation treatments for streambanks on the site occur on both
the existing mesic meadow and sedge/rush
community types . Emergent
wetland treatments occur only where existing emergent wet land vegetation
communities are located. Upland vegetation treatments (plantings) occur in the
existing mesic meadow vegetation community.

1.2
Existing Vegetation Communities
All existing vege tation on the site was mapped u sing a portable, handheld GPS
unit. Three dominant vegetation communities were found on th e site: a mesic
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meadow community, a wetter sedge/rush community, and an emergent wetland
community . These vegetation communities are shown on the Existing Vegetation
Map.
The dominant species for each vege tation community are as follows:
MESICMEADOWCOMMUNITY

Dominant Species:
Phleum pratense - Timothy
Thinopyrum intermedium - Interm ediat e wheatgrass
Paa pratensis - Kentucky bluegrass
Agrostis capillaris- Red top bentgrass
Bromus inermis - Smooth brom e
Rosa woodsii - Wood's wild rose
Dipsacusfullonum - Teasel
Other Species:
Dactylis glomerata - Orchard grass
Equisetum sp. - Horsetail
Carduus nutans - Mu sk thi stle
Mentha sp. - Mint
Medicago Sativa - Alfalfa
SEDGE/RUSHCOMMUNITY

Domin ant Species:
Carex spp. - Sedge
Carex nebraskensis- N ebr aska sedge
Juncus balticus - Baltic ru sh (wire grass)
Hordeum jubatum . - Foxtail barley
Epilobium spp. - Willow herb (forb)
Other Species:
Rum ex sp. - Dock
EMERGENT
WETLANDCOMMUNITY

Dominant Species:
Typha latifolia- Common cattail
Scirpus acutus - Hardstem bulrush
Carex nebrascensis - Nebraska sedge
TROUTCREEKREVEGETATION
PLAN
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1.3
Mesic Meadow
Streambank Treatments
The majority of the Trout Creek site is dominated by a mesic meadow vegetation
community. Vegetation in this community con sists primarily of pasture grasses.
This vegetation community is indicative of soil moistur e conditions that are
appropriate for willow growth along streambanks.
Mesic mea dow streambank treatm ents will occur on streambanks within the
existing mesic meadow vegetation community (see proposed master plan map) .
The treatm ents for outside bend s diff er from inside bends and run s.
HORIZONTAL
WILLOWFASCINES

Live willow fascines are linear bundl es of live willow cuttings fastened to ge th er
and inserted and sec ur ed into a shallow , hori zo nt al tr ench excavated into th e
streambank . The fascines will sprout and take root alon g th e length of th e
bundl e, forming a dense root sys tem for revege tating and stabili zing th e
stream bank s.
Coyote willow (Salix exigua) and Yellow willow (Salix lutea), spec ies espec ially
ap propriat e for bank stabi liza tion and revege tation are ava ilable loca lly and are
particularly ap propriat e to the conditi ons on Trout Creek. PacifiCorp h as
indicated they have a few nearby sites (e.g ., Soda Rese rvoir) where both of these
species can be harves ted from.

PREPARATION
INSTRUCTIONS
» Harvestwillowcuttingsfroma local(ideally)standof similarelevationthat is in a healthy
condition.Ideallyup to 1/4 of eachstandwill be harvested
, takingno morethan2/3 of any given
stand.

» Harvestcuttingsthat are at leasta Y2inchin diameter
. Takecareto harvesta mixtureof sizes
and species(if possible).Cuttingsshouldbe harvestedwhenthe willowsare dormantin the fall to

.~.n~.~.r~..t~.E;..9.~E;
.~.tE;
.S.~
.~.~.~~.E.5; .~
:............................................
............
...........................
..................................................................
.
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Tie cuttingsintobundlesfor transportation
to the site. Removeterminalbudsto sendenergyto
lateralbuds.
»

»

The cuttingsshouldbe constructedintoone linearcompressedfascinewiththe cut endsplaced

_i~..~l!e.
.r~-~-ti~Q.~!.r~~-ti?.~.~:........................................................................................................................
..........................
.
»

Thefascinesshouldbe approximately
8 inchesin diameter.The bundlesshouldbe tied every18

_i~-~ ~-~-~-_\\/_i_t~..~i r.E;
..?r.~-~.~YY.
~~-~ty_t~.i~.E;:.........................
........................
.................
........

......................................
.

Figure1- An exampleof a typicalwillowfascine- (illustrationtakenfrom The PracticalStreambank
Bioengineering
Guide, USDANRCSPlantMaterialsCenter, Aberdeen,ID.)

TREATMENTFORINSIDE
BENDSANDRUNS(RIFFLES)
see Proposed MasterPlanMap:

,, Excavatea trenchroughlyY2the diameterof the fascine(4-5 inches)alongthe streambankjust
abovethe lowflow line. The lower1/3 of the fascineshouldbe in the waterand the upper2/3
shouldbe outsideof the water.
Placethe willowfascineintothe trenchand stakeevery3 feet. The stakesshouldideallybe
wooden, wedgeshapedstakesapproximately
3 feet in length(or livewillowstakes). Poundthe
stakesthroughthe centerof the fascineintothe bankuntilthe fascineis heldtightlyin placewith
no movement
.
»
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INillo w Fascine
Low -w ater Line

~ 3 ft. \A/ooden Stake

Figure2 - InsideBendand Run(riffle)Treatment

To constructthe woodenstakes: Cut 10 foot sectionsof 2x4 into3 piecesandthencut
?i.~9?~
.~11Y.1? .r:.1~~
.~..?.liV.E;?.9.~. ..5.~.~P.E;
.?.?~~
.~.~~.: ............................................................................................
.
»

"

.......................................................................................................................................................
' ...................................................
............

Backfillaroundthe fascineby placingsoilfromthe top of the bankontothe fascine, takingcareto
ensurethat the soil fills the gapsin the cuttings. Thesoil shouldnot completelycoverthe fascine,
»

b.
.~~
~.°.rr1E;
.5.?
.i1
..~.~.?.~1?
.fiHi~.t.°. thE;
...g~P.?
.i~ t.~.~.~.r~~~.~.es...............................................................................
.
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TREATMENT
FOROUTSIDEBENDS

see ProposedMasterPlanMap:

Excavatea trenchalongthe streambank
that is roughly4 inchesdeepandtall enoughto fit 2
fascinesstackedon top of oneanother(approximately
12-14inches).About1/3 of the fascines
shouldfit intothe trenchwhile2/3 remainexposed. Thetrenchshouldbe excavatedat the low
flow line. Wheninstalled,the lowerfascineshouldbe submergedin the water,andthe upper
fascineshouldbe out of the water.
»

Willo v,1 Fascine
Lov,1-'.vater Line

3 ft. \Noo den Stake

Figure3 - OutsideBendTreatment

Placethe willowfascineintothe trenchandstakeevery3 feet. Thestakesshouldideallybe
wooden,wedgeshapedstakesapproximately
3 feet in length.Alternatively,
a livewillowstake
maybe usedin placeof a woodenstakeas a poleplantingthat mayestablishitselfas a willow
»
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bushon its own. The stakesshouldbe poundedthroughthe centerof the fascineintothe bank
.U.n.t.i..1.~hef~??.i.n.9, ...i?..~.~.1.?..t.i9.ht.. 1.Y.
.i~ pIa?.~..~.i.t~...n.°...mov9.'!1.9~..t.

........................................................
.

» Backfillaroundthe fascinesby placingsoilfromthe top of the bankontothe fascines,takingcare
to ensurethat the soil fillsthe gapsin the cuttings.Thesoil shouldnot completelycoverthe
.f~?.~i~.~.1..~.U.!.~.?.r11
.~..~.?.i.l..~.~.?.U.1.?. ..fi.l_l
..i0.t.?..t~9...Q~P.
?..i~..!~.9...~.r.~0.~.~.9.5. :.....................................................................
.

RECREATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS
FORMESICMEADOWSTREAMBANK
TREATMENTS

Generally willow fascines will fill in most available streamb ank habitat wher e
growing conditions are favorabl e. Considering that fishing will be a desired
activity on Trout Cre ek after the restoration, som e areas may be more desirabl e
left unvegetated for access to the creek and to allow casting without th e
imp edance of vegetation. These areas do not need to be extensive for adequate
access. Casting lan es and an area to stand on the streambank should be
sufficient.
» Addingriprapor boulders(in placeof willowfascines)to the streambankin areaswhere
Y9.9
.~t~!.i.?
.n...i.?
..~.?.t..?9.~i
.r.~.b.1.9...~i.l_l
..~~..~~~_g_u,
.~t.~..t?..~.9.9.P.
."!i1.1.?"!?..f.r?'!1..~.5.t
.~.b.!.i.5.~
.i~.9.:........................................
........
.
» Thistreatmentis the mostappropriatewhererockhasalreadybeenintroducedin the riffleareas,

~.n.~..?.n...in.?i.?.9...~.e.n.~
.?..~.~.e.r.~...P.??
.1~
..~.i.t~.9.?°.~.~i.?.h...~.~.~.it~_t
..~.~i~.t:.....................
.....................................................
.
»It is possiblethatwillowsmaynotactuallyfill in all areaswherefishingaccessis desired.
Alternatively
, cuttingwillowsthat haveestablishedmaybe a lessexpensiveand laborintensive
effort
thanriprapinstallation
.
.. ......... . ............................................ .. ...............
.................
.. .....................................................
.............................
MAINTENANCECONSIDERATIONS
....................................
...........................................
.........
...................
.............................................................................................
..

» Periodically(onceeverytwoweeks)for the first year, all fascinesshouldbe inspectedto ensure
t~.~.t.t~.~.Y.
r9.rri.~.i.
n...?.9.?U.
.r.e.~..t?..t.he.
. ..?tr.e.~'!1b,~~
.~..~~.?..t.h~. t .?.?.rri9..?°.i.1.~.°.y~.r..r.~.r11
·~·i·~.5..?.n...t~.~...b.~.~.?.'.
~.?:.............
.
» Anyweedcontrolis to be accomplished
by mechanical
and not chemicaltreatments
. Newly
5.P.r.?
.U.~~
.?..~i.1
.1?~.?..~.re...V.~r.Y
..5.9.~
.?.i.ti~.9...!.°...?~~.'!1!?~1
.."!~.~.?..~.?.n.t
.r?.1
..tr.~
.~.t'!l.9.~
.t.5:................................
.............................
.
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1.4
Emergent Wetland
Vegetation Treatments
(seeProposedMasterPlanMap)

Areas classified as having emergent wetland vegetation are currently dominated
by cattails (Typha latifolia). Typically cattail monocultures do not allow for the
highest level of species diversity. A more diverse wetland with emergent
vegetation , shrubs and open water will accommodate the largest number of plant
and animal species .
The native species composition on Trout Creek would likely be a mixture of
hardstem bulrush (Scirpus acutus) and common cattail (Typha latifolia) for the
deep-water emergent vegetation areas . The most optimal ratio of these
vegetation types is a 9:1 bulrush to cattail ratio along with 50% open water (as
per phon e conversation with Chris Hoag). Due to the current monoculture of
cattails, a mechanical treatment removing cattails from the wet lands and hauling
them off-site will be necessary to successfully reach this ratio .

Figure4 - An exampleof mechanical
cattailremoval

ESTABLISHING
HARDSTEMBULRUSHANDOPENWATERIN PLACEOF CATI AILS
»

Usinga backhoewithan 18-24inchbucket, excavatea plugof cattailsto be removed
. When

?~
.~..

.r~r,r,?.~
.i.~9.-~.a.tt~i.1_51...b.~..~.U.
.r~.~?..~.i~.~t..1~~5.
.t.. i~~.~~.5...~~~.P..t.?..~.~.5.~
.r.~..~.?.1.1.~.C.i.t.?.~..?.f__
c,~tt
.~_i_l___
r?.?.~..5.Y.5.t
.~.~.:..
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»

Replacecattailswiththe samesizedplugof hardstembulrushharvestedfroma nearbysourceof

~.h:....
.!~~ .~~.t1~~.?.5...°.~ ..IIY.h.i.5.
. ~.~.Y.
..~ r.~.~~.r11
~Y.
~.~ ..~..~ ?.°.?.~.°.~r.~.~...................
..................................
...........
.

.~.~1.r~.
»

Alternatively,hardstembulrushcan be acquiredcommerciallyin 10 inchplugsfor planting,

h..°.~~Y.~r..~~i.~
..i~..~. ~ ..~~p~~~i.~~ ..~.~~ ..1.~.~?.r.
..i.~~~
.~.S.i~
.~..?.P.ti?.~
.:...............................................................................
.
» A sufficientsourceof bulrushmaynot be availableto replaceall cattails.Considering
the goal of
50% openwater,areaswherecattailscurrentlyexistand not enoughbulrushis availableto replace
them, can serveas openwaterhabitat. Digtheseareasout at least3 feet deepto preventcattails
from
reestablishing
quickly
. .......................................................................................................................
.............................................
......
................................
.

.'.'.
..~ '.'.n.?.
..d..i.~t
.~.r~.~.~.~8.
.~?.~.~"..~.iH.~ ~...8.~.t~~.1i~.~.~.d'·.. e.~.t~.~ d..i.
~.9..?.9'..f_r?,
r,ri
..~.11
..Vv,,
~.t.1.?.n~~
. ..?:~
d...~.P
ri~.9.~..
.....................
.

MAINTENANCE
CONSIDERATIONS

»

Everyfew yearsit will be necessaryto dig out cattailsto maintainopenwaterhabitat• .
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1.5
Sedge/Rush Community Streambank Treatment
The Trout Cr eek site has an abund ant N ebra ska sed ge/ Baltic ru sh communit y on
th e site. Sedges pro vid e signifi cant p ro tection to strea mb ank s from eros ion .
Are as that suppo rt health y sedge/ ru sh communiti es are gen erally too sa tur ated
to supp ort w ood y vege tation such as w illows (as opp ose d to dr yer zon es with
flow ing wa ter ). Several areas on th e new ly constru cted chann el on Tro ut Creek
have sedge/r ush communiti es extendin g to the edges of the chann el.

Figure5 · Insidebendwithsedge/rushcommunitytype.
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INSTRUCTIONS
FORRUNSANDINSIDEANDOUTSIDEBENDSIN SEDGE/RUSHCOMMUNITIES
»

All streambanks
that consistof 50% or greatersedge/rushcoverareto be consideredsedge/rush

.C.?.
rTl.rriu..nity
. YP
.~.5:................

.................................

.......
......
.............
................
......
................................
.............................
..

,, Bankstabilizationis to be accomplished
by removingsoil undervegetationto createan
"undercut"that laysthe matof sedge/rushvegetationdownto the lowwaterlinefor bankprotection
(seefigure6). Theamountof soil removedwill varydependingon the conditionof the vegetation

.~.n.?.
..t~-~-~~0
.~:...T~.i5.
..5.~
.?Y.'.d
..~~..~?.0
.~..?.0..~11
..5.~
.'.~~rT1
.?~n.~
.5..~it
. .~..~!..1~
.~-5...t?.9.°o(.5.~~~
-~/r.~.5.h.:..??.!
.~.r:..................
.

/

Water line

Soil und ern ea th vege tati on is

tl~li~ /

Sedge rnat is laid clown to
v-1
a ter for ba nk prot ec tion

Figure 6 - Sedge/RushCommunity
Treatment
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1.6
Woody (Upland)
Vegetation Treatments
Upland vegetation is an important component to th e Trout Creek ~cvegetation
plan. Woody upland vegetation provides habitat cover and forage for a variety
of bird and game speci es. The specie s that are propo sed to be plant ed are
Golden currant (Ribes aureum), Wood's wild rose (Rosa woodsii), and (option ally)
Common chok echerry (Prunus virginiana), and Lewis mockorang e (Philadelphus
lewisii). Each of th ese sp ecies pro vi de forage and cove r for wildlife and flower at
various tim es, maximizin g available forage tim e.
INSTRUCTIONS
FORPLANTINGAND
MAINTAINING
UPLANDVEGETATION
(SEEPROPOSEDMASTERPLANMAP)
........................................................................................................................................
.....................................
»

Uplandvegetationis to be plantedin the areasidentifiedby the shadedred areason the Trout

.~ .r~_~\ .~.8.~~9
.8.~~
-ti?.~
...~~.5.t.e.r.
..P..1.~.~:...................................
............ ............
...........
...................
...................................................
.
»

All uplandvegetationis to be plantedoncethe vegetationgoesdormantin lateOctoberthrough

.e~rlY..
.~.?.V.8.ri:1
.?8.r.
:.........
............................................
............
.........
........................................................
.................
....................
.
.............................

..................
...........................
............................
............
..........
................
.

Sitepreparationis criticalfor the successof newplantings. The plantingareamustbe free of
livingsod and perennialweedsbeforeplanting. This maybe accomplishedthrougha combination
of chemicaland mechanicaltreatments
; howeverherbicidesshouldnot be usedwithinone yearof
»

.P.la.nti~g.....................
»

....... ........

. ..............
. ..........................................
.............
....................
.. .

Sufficienttillageof uplandplantingsitesis to be conductedto kill the sod and maintainthe entire

.5it.·~-.in...~.W..
.89.?.
. .!_r
.8.8. ...~?.~.?.i.t.i.?.~..P.
.ri?.r,.t.?..~.~ .r~.~..pI~~.t.i.n.9, .:.....................................
.........................................................
...............
.
»

Weedcontrolfabricis to be installedon plantingsitesto reducecompetitionbetweenherbaceous

.V.8.
Q.~t~t.i.?.n...~.n.?.
.n.8. .~..~ pI~~-?..pI~~.ti.n9.
, ~:.....
»

. .......... .........
_..........
.... ....... ...............................
.........
..

Weedcontrolfabricshouldbe wovenmaterialtreatedwith carbonblack, guaranteedto lastat

?.

_l,~~
.5.t.. .Y~.~.r~·............................................................
..........................................
... . ...............

...............................................
..

Soil, rocks, or staplesare to be installedto holddownfabricedgesto protectthe fabricfromwind
forces. Staplesor rockscan be spacedin the centerof the fabriccloseto wherethe shrubswill be
planted. If soil is not usedto anchorthe fabricedges,staples, pins, or rocksmustbe placedevery
»

~.~ .?.f9.9.t
..~.1.?.n.9.
..t~~...8.?Q
.~..........
.....................
..............
..............
. ................
.....

...................
.....................
.
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» Do not usesoilto holddownthe fabriccenters,as weedswill quicklyestablish
on the soil spots,
reducingthe effectiveness
of the fabric. Weedcontrolfabricshouldbe reasonablylevel, well
anchoredandtaut.

»

34 of an inchof water,oncea weekduring
Uplandvegetationis to be irrigatedwith approximately

.t~~ ~.?.tt.~.5.l_
.r11?.
~.t.h...?.f.~~.~ ..Y.~
~r...(r11
i~ ~. ~ .~.n.~.~~. r.?.~Q~..0.1.i?
.~.~.I.Y.
~ ..?.r..~.a.r.ly.~.~9.~5.t).:
..................................
....
» Vegetation
is to be plantedin clumpsof the samespecies.Morethanonespeciescan be used
in eachshadedareaon the MasterPlan,howevertheyneedto be groupedseparatelyto provide

.rri.a.s.~
.~.5...?.f
.~ ..5.i.nQI~
, ..5.P~.~.i.~~.:.........................................................
................................................................................
......
» To achievea moreaesthetically
appealinglandscapequickly;for each5 or 6 plants,consider
plantinga "specimen
" shrubin the center(seeFigure7). A specimenshrubis a larger,more
matureindividual.For example,if the bulkof the plantsare 8-12inchbare-rootstock,a specimen
maybe a 24-36' shrub. If 1-galloncontainerized
plantsare beingused,a specimenwouldbe a 2galloncontainerized
shrub. However,this is a moreexpensiveoptionandthe distinctionwill
disappear
within
1-2
years.
............................................
............................
....................................... .................
..............................
..........................................
....

»

Nurserystockgrownfromlocalseedis the mostdesirablebecauseit is adaptedto the local

r.~
.

.~1.i.rri.a.t.~.. 9.i.
rll~.:.......................................
...................................

»

.................................................................
.

PlantWood's wild roseat 3 feet o.c..
............

,

...........

.. .........................................

.

'.'.
..P..1.a,nt.~?.~~?,r,a,n,9e
.an,d.~.h.o~~~h
.erry (if u5.~~)
.~t ?f~et?:~:·

'.'..As.~.~.~ .n.~ r.a.
.1.r.~.I.~
.'..p_la,n,t..1/'J..?.?.?.'.5..·v\J·i·l·ci,.r.?.5.~..~~
.?..Q?I~.~.n.~ ~ .rr.a.
.n.t._i_n,
a.PP..~?
x.i.rri.a.t~ ly.~gua1..~.~ r11.~.~.r.s:.........
.
MAINTENANCE
CONSIDERATIONS
»

Theconditionof the newlyplantedshrubsis to be monitoredregularlythroughoutthefirst 3

.Y~?.~
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........................................
...............
........................................
..............................
......
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If significantpredationby deer is observed
, a protectiveenclosurewill be constructedto keep
deerawayfromthe youngshrubs. Fencingmaybe constructedfrom a varietyof materials,
»

.h.?. ~~Y.8.
r.~.t~ r:n,
P?.~.~.ry.~I~ ~~r
.i.c.·v\l·i·r~..f~.n..C.8....r11
.~y.b.8.
..t~~...r11
.?.S..
.tC.
.?.s.t.~.ff.8.C.t
.i_v.~
........................
...........
»

Weedcontrolis to be conductedcarefullyaroundyoungplants. Youngshrubsare very

.s.u
.~c,~
ptib.
.1~..t?..~~~b..i.C.
.i.?8.:....~~C.~
.~n.i.C.~1
.v\18.
.8.~.r~r:n,?.~
.~1
..is t.?..~. ~..~.~8.d
.

................................
.. .

Figure7 - Shrubmassingwith "specimen" shrubin the center.

1.7
Buffer Width Guidelines
»

No farmingor otherlanddisturbingactivitiesare to occurwithin35 feet landwardof the active

fl???Pl~i.n.
..?.n...th.e,
.sit~·..................
. ........
............................
...........................
...................
........ .. ..........................................................

................

..................
...............
...

..................................................................

.

Additionally,no landdisturbingactivitiesare to occurwithin50 feet of anywetlandor springon
the site.
»
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1.8
Conclusion
Th e instructions contained in this plan provide g uidelines for the successful
revegetation of the historic and newly constructed Trout Creek channel,
associated wetlands, and upland vegetation. The plant species recommended in
thi s plan are primarily nativ e to the area and provide excellent cover, forag e, and
wint ering habitat for desired upland bird and waterfowl species. After th e
installation of n ew vegetation, careful monitoring of the site will be nec essa ry to
ensure the success of the new plantin gs. Along with regular monitorin g of the
site, irrigation , predation control, and invasive weed control will also be
necessar y depending on the future condition of the site. Refer to the existin g
Trout Cr eek Monitoring Plan for this information .
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Site Maps

Trout Creek Revegetation Plan: Context ·Map 4-
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Trout Creek Revegetation Plan: Existing Drainage
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Trout Creek Revegetation Plan :
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Trout Creek Revegetation : Proposed Master Plan &
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Conclusion

Functioning ecosystems are the foundation for conserving biodiversity.

The goal

of restoration is to reestablish the structure, species composition, and natural processes of
the ecosystem's biological and phy sical components.

Properly conducted restoration

projects return a system to a resilient and self sustaining condition that is able to
accommodate stress and change. Th e Trout Creek Restora tion was desig ned to return the
stream and surrounding vegetation to a more natural structure and function within the
current context and limitation s of its watershed .
Ideally an aquatic restoration project takes a watershed approach to solving the
problem . A watershed approach addresses the root causes for degradation , both on site
and throughout the watershed . In the case of Trout Creek, a true watershed approach was
not possible due to the inability to control up stream land use practice s. However some
adjacent and on-site land use practice s such as excluding cattle and limiting farming
disturbance were addressed. Additionally, the maj ority of Trout Creek's degradation
orig inat ed within the limit s of the restoration site. Channe lization of the stream,
improper grazing management, and agricultural practices were the primary causes of
degradation. Thi s restoration addresses the se problems by eliminatin g active farming
within the riparian buffer area and restores a more natural channel type.
Developing the revegetation plan for Trout Creek was an in-d epth and
comprehensive proce ss based on an extensive literature review, survey of on-site
conditions, and an understanding of the existing natural potential of the watershed. The
revegetation plan takes into account the costs, labor, and ot her limit ations of
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implementing the project. Specific goals of maximizing fish and wildlife habitat and
improving water quality were in place before the restoration started and the design
accomplishes those goals to the degree the climate, geology, hydrology, and biological
characteristics of the site will support.
The Trout Creek Revegetation Plan used two similar successful projects as
precedents:

the Provo River Restoration Project and the Lower Red River Meadow

restoration.

It was important to use successful revegetation projects as precedents for the

Trout Creek revegetation to ensure the appropriate process was taken in developing the
plan. Using these precedents helped to avoid mistakes and offered insights into the
opportunities and constraints of the Trout Creek re vegetation.
Based on the site inventory and analysis conducted at the Trout Creek restoration
site, three different habitat areas were identified for revegetation efforts: 1) a mesic
meadow vegetation community consisting of both streamside and upland vegetation, 2) a
sedge/rush community, and 3) an emergent wetland community.

Each of the three

vegetation community types provide habitat to fulfill different needs for a variety of
species. Bonneville Cutthroat trout, upland game birds (such as pheasants), and
waterfowl were the target species for habitat improvements.

Each of the prescribed

vegetation treatments were designed to maximize habitat for these animals and improve
the overall water quality of the stream.
Monitoring the project will be essential to ascertain whether goals are achieved.

If they are not, modifications to the project must be considered.

Monitoring efforts

include the inspection of all streambank, upland, and emergent wetland treatments.
Monitoring the presence of invasive weeds is also necessary to determine if weed control
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measures are necessary. Monitoring will also be helpful for future restoration efforts by
identifying the problems or successes that occur from the manner or timing of vegetation
installations. If specific techniques prove to be extremely successful, they may be
implemented on similar projects in the future. Whiskey Creek to the northwest and
adjacent to Trout Creek is scheduled to be restored in 2009 and 2010. Any information
about the success or failure of specific Trout Creek treatments must be applied to the
re vegetation of Whiskey Creek.
This project provides unique opportunities for experimental research. Future
projects could experiment with different treatments on Whiskey Creek to compare and
contrast data in a paired watershed study with Trout Creek. This type of comparative
study would help determine which revegetation or channel design techniques are most
effective in restoring native habitat in the tributaries of the Bear River.
As designed, the Trout Creek Revegetation plan takes into account the structure,
species composition and natural processes of the ecosystem as well as the opportunities
and constraints of the watershed. This project will ultimately return Trout Creek to a
self-sustaining system that is resistant to natural disturbances such as flooding and
environmental change, accomplishing the goal of maximizing quality Bonneville
Cutthroat Trout, pheasant, and waterfowl habitat on the site.
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1IARY
SU:M1'

Smnmary of Chapter I - Introduction and Objectives

The riparian ...-egetationco111111unity
along the Provo River. Utah between
Jordanelle Dam and Deer Creek Reservoir (Fig. S-1) has been severely impacted due to
channelization. dewatering and dredging of the channel , and the clearing of flood plain
vegetation for agriculh1re fields . The Provo River Restoration Project aims to modify the
geomorphology and hydrology,, ithin the project area. Our general objectives ,vere to

(1) detennine the baseline patterns and composition of tl1e ripruian vegetation along the
Provo River where the restoration project will occm, and (2) characterize abiotic factors
in the flood plain that influence 1iparian vegetation , as a guide to restoration needs. Thus.
our specific objectives for this project were:

1. Contrast the vegetation, soils, and hydrologic conditions in 1·eference and
degraclecl reaches along the Provo Riwr and nearby areas.
2. Dete1·mine the physical processes that are maintaining the riparian community in
the Provo River refe1·ence reaches.
3. Suggest restoration approaches that focus on the establishment ancl maintenance
of desired vegetation communities and physical p1·ocesses. Restoration
recommendations include vegetative, hydrologic, and geomorphic considerations.
4. Develop a monitoring plan to assess short- and long-term restoration success and
suggest a set of possible variables that can be used to assess and monitor the biotic
integrity of the vegetation communities in the Provo River Restoration project area.

Summary of Chapter TI - Study Sites

The Utah Reclamation Mitigation and Conservation Commission arbitra1ily
divided the segment of the Provo River between Jordanelle Dam and Deer Creek
Reservoir into nine reaches for the purposes of organization and evaluation . These
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reaches differ in extent of river co1Tidor modification and reduction in 1iparian
v egetation . Based on site reconnaissance and aerial photo revie w, Reaches 4, 6. 7. 8, and
9 of the Pro vo River project area were selected to be studied in this project (Fig . S-2).
These five reaches are representative of the different types of histo1ic river corridor
modification. geomorphic surfa ces. and different vegetation communities . Reaches 6, 8.
and portions of Reach 7 were analyzed as degraded reaches while Reaches 4 . 9, and
po11ions of Reach 7 were analyzed as references reaches . We also studied two sites
out side of the project area. Little Dell Recreation At·ea and Rock Cliff State Park, as
additional reference sites.
High-quality reference sites serve two main purposes in restoration effo11s: they
provide a comparison of site s that allow one to assess the extent of ecological impacts
and they se1ve as a template for desc1ibing desired conditions (Brinson and Rheinhardt
1996). There is not one single ideal reference site for the Provo River . How ever, clue s
from se\i eral imperfect reference sites can be compiled. whi ch together provide a stru·ting
point for impact assessment and restoration goals . We used 3 sourc es as pa1tial reference
sites: (1) historical photo s of the Provo River taken prior to dam construction and river
diking: (2) nea1·by 1iver reache s that have not been diked. dredged. recently grazed.
dailll.ned or dewatered including Little Dell and Rock Cliff State Paik and (3) three
reaches (4. 7. and 9) within the Provo Re storation Area . Analyses of the vegetation and
abiotic conditions in the Provo River reference sites are the basis for the restoration plans
proposed in this report .

Summary of Chapter III - Methods
Thi s chapter outlines the field data collection and statistical ana lysis methods.
We collected data on vegetation. soil, and hydrologic /geomorphic habitat (Table S-1) .
The v ege tatio n data consist of the following: woody and herbaceous species composition.
woody plant stem density. tree basal area. height of tallest tree per study plot. percent
overstory cover. herbaceous plant cover, and population age for dominant woody species .
The soil variables are soil textm·e. soil moisture holding capacity. soil organic matter.
soil pH. available soil nitrogen. soil phosphorus. and soil electrical conducti vity. The
hydrologic /geomo1phic habitat va1iables are plot slop e, plot elevation (abso lute ). plot
elevation above base flow and thalweg. distance to closest active channel (primary or
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seco11da1-y
) . and plot inundation frequency.

The statistical analyses for this study

focused on detenuining the vegetation patterns and the gradients influencing these

patterns , along the Provo River. The data \Vere analyzed using three types of statistical
analyses. an ordination analysis (Deb-ended Correspondence Analysis, or DCA [Hill
1979] ). a cla ssifi cation analysis (T,vo Way Jindicator Species Analysis. or TWINSPAN

[Hill 1979a]). and a com:lation analysis. The result of these combined analysis was a set
of patch types developed for the Pro vo River reference areas .

Table S-1 . List of variabl es.
Vegetatfon

Soil

Hydrolo gt c/Geomorphic

Tree basal diameter (m), by
species

Texture(% sand, silt, clay)

Slope(%)

Shn1b canopy area (m 2), by
species

Moisture holdimg capacity(%)

Absolute elevation ( m)

H!eightof tallest tree (m)

Organic matter (%)

Elevation above base flow (m)

Canopy cover(%)

pH

Elevation above channel thalweg (m)

Hierbace-0us plant cover (%
total and % by species)

Available nitrogen(% )

Distance to primary channel (m)

umber and species of
woody seedlings < 1 meter
tall

Phosphorus (mg/kg)

Distance to active secondary
channel (m)

Tree population age (yea.rs)

Electrical conductivity (clslm)

Inundation frequency (per 100 y~)

Weighted average Wetland
IndicatOI"Score

Sm11m.a1yof Chapter N - Baseline Conditions: Comparisons Bet ween

Reference aind Degraded Areas
The baseline vegetation and abiotic conditions in the de·graded reache!; e stab lish a

starting point for the restoration project . The co11ditionsin the reference reaches may be
consi.de1red as ending or target points . Throughout the project. variables c,hould be
monitored and compru·ed \Vith the degrnded and reference baseline conditions to evalua te

the progress of the restoration project.
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Veietation composition
Reference reaches
The vegetation conummity in Provo Ri\·er Reaches 4 and 9 have the highest
m11ube1·sof species. The standardized values of woody and herbaceous species ricl111ess
declines from the Provo River reference reaches to the degrnded reaches, but is lowest for
the Little Dell and Rock Cliff reference areas (Table S-2) . Species that are present in
Little Dell and Rock Cliff but not on the Provo River include Berberis repens. Betula

occidentalis. a11dEquisetum hyemale. It is possible that these species have been locally
exti1pated due to the levels of degrndation present along the Provo River.

In the study plots of Reaches 4 and 9 on the Provo River. Populus angustifolia
was the dominan t tree species and the three Salix species (Salix exigua. Salix lasiandra ,
and Salix lute.a) were the dom.ina11tshrub species (Table S-3 ). In Reach 4, the
herbaceous understoly w as dominated by A.grostis stolonifera. Cfrsit1m arvense. Phalaris

arundinacea. and Poa pratensis . Dominant herbs in Reach 9 included Dactylis
glomerata. Poa pratensis. and Trifoliwn pratensis .
In the Little Dell study plots. Acer negundo and Populus angustifolia were the

dominant tree species and Corm,s sericea. Rosa woodsii. and Symphoricarpos oreophilus
were the dominant sb.rnb species (Tables S-4. S-5 ).. The herbaceous understo1y in Little
Dell was domina ted by Agrostis stolonifera. Dactylis glomerata , Eq11isetum hyemale ,

Poa pratensis , and Solidago canadensis (Tables S-4 . S-6 ).
In the Rock Cliff sh1dy plot s.. the domi111antshrub specie s are Sali.x exigua. Salix

lutea. and Comus sericea (Table S-5 ). Agrostis stolonifera. BromtlS inermis, Phalaris
an.mdinacea . and!Poa pratensis \Vere the dominant herb species (Table S-6).
Woody ex:otics w ere not abundant \'.·ithin Pro...-oRiver reaches 4 and 9. Little Dell.
and Rock Cliff. \Vhile an occa sional Elaeagn11s angustifolia and Tamarix chinensis are
present. none fell \vithin the sh1dy plot s a11dthe oversto1y was domi11ated by native
species in all areas. HO\vever. exotic herbs were abundant in both Provo River refe1·ence
reaches 4 and 9. as well as in the Little Dell and Rock Cliff sh1dy areas (Table S-2).
Percent e,rntic cover was high in Reach 4 (84%) as was relative exot ic species richness
(58%).

Degraded reaches
There were a total of sixty-folll' :species within. the Reach 8 Provo River sh1dy

plots. thirty-nine of which are native to the United States (Tables S-3. S-7. S-8) . Three
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native tree species and ten native shrnb species w ere present. Fifty-one herbaceous
species. twenty-six of which are native. were present .
There were a total of sixty -fom species within tl1e Reach 6 Provo River study

plots. twenty-seven of which are native to the United States (Tables S-3. S-7. S-8). TlU"ee
native tree species and six native shrub specie s w ere present. Fifty-five herbaceous
species. eighteen of whi ch are native . were present.

In the study plots of Reaches 6 and 8 on the Provo River. Populus angustzfolia
was the dominant tree species and the three Salix species (Salix exigua. Sa/tr lasiandra.
and Salix lutea) were the dominant shmb speci es (Tab le S-3) . In Reach 6. Agrostis

stolonifera. Cirsium arvense. Equiset11mmvense. and Poa pratensis were the dominant
herb species. Domin.ant herbs in Reach 8 included Phalaris arundinacea. Phleum

pratense. and Poa pratensis.
As in the Prn•;o River reference reaches. woody exotic s were not abrn1dant within
Provo River reaches 6 and 8. Native species donunated the o...-ersto1y. However percent
exotic herb cover was high in Reach 6 (80%). as was relative exotic species richness
(66%) .
Vertical and horizontal

s.tructure

Reference reaches

The div~rsity of patch types in the Provo River reference reaches show a wellstmctured! vegetation couuuunity. Vertical structmal diversity is evident in the range of
canopy layers (herb s. shrubs. short trees. tall trees) with in the patch types (Tab le S-9).

Patch types range from areas\'- ith multi pk canopy layers (e .g. Young Riparian Forest
and Populus angustifolia Forest) to a1·eas with sing le canopy layers (i.e . Emergent Marsh
and ·wet Meadow).

Reach 41.Little Dell. and!Rock Cliff have the tallest flood plain trees. Reaches 4
and 9 have the :max.in.mmcanopy cover for most fluvial surfaces. indicating the dense
canopy of a thick multi-layered over<;to1y(Table S-2). However. the mean percent
canopy cover for the Reach 4 island is the lowest. possibly indicating a newer smfac~
with younger plants .
As expected. since Reach 4 has not been channelized or cleared. it has the widest
flood plai111~pa1~anforest as well as th e wid est island and point bar forests . TI1ewidth of
the flood plain forest is nauow in Reach 9 due to cleat·ing for wetland mitigation ponds.
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The an-angement of the patch types across the flood plain show s horizontal structural
diversity in both. reaches.

Table S-9 . Ve1tical structure for patch types.
CanopyLayer
Patch Type
Yo ung Riparian For est

x

x

x

x

Secondary Channel Edge Vegetation

x

x

x

x

Mamring Riparian Forest

x

x

x

x

Popu/11sa,r_g11stifolia
FoJ"est

x

x

x

Sa/f)(lutea Shrub Land

x

x

x
x

Mixed Shrub /Scrub Land

x

x

x

Matiure Crataegus do11glasiiShrub Land

x

x

x

Acer neg11ndoWoodland

x

x

x

Emergent Marsh

x

Wet Meadow

x

Perennial Pond

x

*Shrub = Species listed as shrubs in Table S-3.
••Short tree = Alljuvenile andadult tree specieslistedas trees in Tabl~S-3, e.xceptfor maturePopul11s

angustifo/ia_
***Tall tree - Mature Populus angustifolia .

Deg raded reaches
The average percent canopy cover for the Reach 8 flood plain (20%) is lowest for
all reaches.. indicative of the large open areas for agricultural fields and herbaceous
wetland s. In addition. the percent canopy cover on Re ach 8 point bar s :is the lowest for
all the reaches ( 16% ). The percent canopy cover in Reach 6 is not as low as would be
expected because whi le much of the reach has been clear ed for agriculture and cattle
pastme. many large trees w ere left standing to provide shad e for the livestock.

Reach 8 has a narrow flood plain forest due to the be:nns and clearing for
agricultur e and mitigation w etlands . While Reach 6 does have an average wid th is land
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forest. its point bar forest is the most nanow . The lack of developed point bar forests is
probably due to the constraints of the benns .
Population

age structure

Reference reaches
Provo River Reaches 4 and 9 .are the only areas with post -dam Populus
angu.stifolia establislunent pulses and these reaches have the strongest 1·elationships
between Populus ang11stifolia
age and!distance from the river. Reach 4 has the most
pulses of Populus angustifolia establishment. due to the active flood pl.ain and side
channels . The active side channels in Reach 4 keep areas of the flood plain in a relatively

highly disturbed and early seral stage . as compared to the Reach 9 terrace that has no
active side channel s and is not inundated by main -cham1el overflow . For 2 trnnsects in
Reaches 4 and 9. there is a significant positive relationship between Populus angu.stifolia
age and distance from the charmel edge. This suggests that proce sses of cham1el
meandering are important for sustaining and developing the riparian forest .
Several age classes of Acer negundo and A/nus incana are present across the
terraces and flood plain of the two reference reaches (Table S-2) . In addition. juveniles
and adults of other woody species (Salix exigua, Salix lasiandra. Salix lutea , Crataegus

douglasii, and Cornus sericea) a1·epresent in reference reaches. giving these reaches high
age structm-e diversity (Table S-3).

Degraded reaches
It is likely that many of the older st.ands of trees on the tenaces. in the degraded

reaches have been cleared for agricult1.1ralfield developmen t and wetland pond
construction. skewing the population towards younger ages. The age patterns of Populus

angustifo/ia suggest that this species is regenerating through asexual means on the flood
plain and tetTaces and sexual me-ans 011 the point bars. islands, and channel margins .
As in the reference reaches. many Acer negundo and A/nus incana age classe s ai·e
present acrn ss the ten-aces of the-two degraded reaches (Table S-2) . Ju.venile and adult
plants of other woody species such as Salix exigtta. Salix lasiandra. Salix lutea.

Crataegus douglasii , and Cornus sericea are also present in the degraded. giving these
reaches high age stmctme diversity (Table S-3).
Succ-ess ional p1·ocesses (soil charactier istics)

Reference reaches
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Age structure analysis shows that Populus angustifolia are recmiting on the point
bars and islands in the Provo River reference reaches. A range of seral stag e plants and
abiotic conditions are present in the Provo River reference reaches, as is evidenced by the
patch types that range from the eru·ly successional Yotmg Ripa11an Forest to the later
successional Acer negundo \Voodland. Increasing levels of clay. organic matter. and
nut11ents in the soil are some of the vru1ables that indicate later successional stages. On
average. Rock Cliff and the Reach 4 flood plain soils have the lowest levels of clay.
organic matter. nitrogen. and phosphoms (Table S-2). With its many sid e channels ru1d
main channel that is not constrained. Reach 4 is subject to dynamic fluvial proc esses that
ru·enot present in the other reaches. Siniilarly. the Rock Cliff shtdy area also has mru1y
active side channels. It is possible that occasional overbank flooding is creating enough
regular disturbance to keep these areas in relatively early seral -stages. The oldest tr ee in
Reach 4 is 67 years. In contrast , the oldest tree in Reach 9 is 131 years. The flood plain
is not dynamic in Reach 9. eliminating distmbance by fluvial processes. On average. the
flood plain soils in Reach 9 have relatively high levels of organic matter and nutrients .
While it is possible that Reach 9 constih1tes a more stable area than Reach 4. these
organic matters. nut11ents. and sediments could also be ,vashing in from the wetland
mitigation ponds bordering the ripa11an vegetation to the east. The Little Dell flood
plain soils are moderately high in levels of clay. organic matter. and nitrogen. and have
the highest levels of phosphorns (Table S-2) . This. could possibly indicate a more stable.
later seral stage area .
The Reach 9 island soils are the least developed in terms of clay. organic matter.
and nitrogen levels. The Reach 4 point bar soils ru·e the most well developed in terms of
high percentages of clay. organic matter. and available nitrogen, indicative of stable point
bars due to the unbem1ed channel.

The point bars in the Little Dell ru1dRock Cliff

reference ru·eas have high percentages of clay and phosphorous. although these values ru·e

based on only 1 and 2 samples . respectively . Values for organic matter and nitrogen on
the Little Dell and Rock Cliff point bru·s are similar to those on the Provo River (Table S2).

Degraded reaches
As in the Provo River reference reaches. age structure analysis shows that

Populus angustifolia are recruiting on the point bars and islands in the degraded reaches
as well . While the Reach 6 flood plain soils have liigh levels of phosphorus and nitrogen.
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this is probably due more to fertilization than natmal successional process-es. The Reach
6 island soils are the most developed in terms oflevels of clay. organic matter. and
nitrogen. Possibly the dense Salix co11111m11ities
in these areas are trapping sediments
during flood flo\'VS. allowing for soil development .
The point bar soils sampled in Reach 8 have the coarsest sediments and lowest
nutrient levels. This point bar is composed mainly of cobbles. with a sparse. thin layer of

fine sediments . The area is very active at high flows. with several tra -ersing backwater
channels and an inundated leading edge.
Hyd1·ologic and geomorphic conditions

Reference reaches
Reach 4 is the only unbe1med section and is the only area where the river is
cormected to the flood plain . The Cllll'ent geomorphology of Reach 4 is that of a multi-

channel system with areas associated ,;;.,ith the secon:da1y channels inundated during
periods of high flow (at least 52 m3s·1). Even at high dis.charges. much of the Reach 4
flood plain ·will not be inundated under the present dam operation regime (Figs . S-3. S-4 ).

Degraded reaches
Inundation frequencies for areas outside of the benus in reaches 6.8. and 9 \-Vere
not calculated. but the flood plain could be inundated only at discharges gi·eater than 84

m\·

1

(Figs . S-5. S-6. and S-7). Since the maximum potential release from Jordandk

Dam is 70 01\·

1
,

the vegetation communities outside the bem1s p1·esutnably have not been

inundated by main cha1mel overflow si..ncethe construction of the berms in the l 940 's and
19SO's. The flood plain is now dis.connected from the river channel. making it a terrace .
The early successional Populus-Salix communities between the berms are inundated on
average 96 and 87 years every l 00 years. using the Hailstone and Charleston gage data
respectively.

The deposition of island and point bar sediments in these reaches suggests

that although the river is constrained by benns. it is returning to a natural pattern of
sediment deposition along itmer meander cmves.

Swnma1-y of Chapter V - Relationships Between Vegetation and A biotic
Variables in the Provo Ri,..-erReference Reaches
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To visualize community patterns in the Provo River reference areas. the
herbaceous and woody data were analyzed independently. For Reach 8. only the
herbaceous data were used to detemune patch types because of the degraded condition of
the woody vegetation. This chapter discuses the plant distributions resulting from each
ordination. and the abiotic variables that were significantly coll'elated with the ordination
axes . DCA detennined how the species were distt·ibuted across the abiotic gradients .
TWINSPAN separated the species into groups according to their ecological preferences .
Sedin1ent texture and moisture availability factors are most strongly related to the
vegetation conununity distributions . The ,voody species DCA axis 1 scores for Reach 4
were highly positively coll'elated with % clay. showing a strong relationship between the
distributions of these species and differences in sediment textures across the fluvial
surfaces.

The woody species DCA axis 1 scores for Reach 9 ,, ere highly positively

cotTelated with distance to primaty channel and meters above base flow . Gradients of
water availability (as reflected in distance from an active channel. meters above base
flow. and inundation frequency) across the fluvial surfaces are also related to woody and
herbaceous species distributions in all reaches . Distance from an active channel and
meters above base flow had high positive coll'dations with either axis 1 or 2 scores for all
DC A ordinations. Since intU1dationfrequency decreases with increasing distance from
the channel. inundation frequency was negatively coll'elated with Reach 4 axis 1 scores
for the woody species and the woody and herbaceous species combined.
TWINSPAN divided the vegetation data set into groups of species that have
similar ecological requirements. This allowed for the development of patch types. with
each patch type consisting of a group of species specific to a set of abiotic ranges and/or
a particula1· location . In both Reaches 4 and 9. there is a general successional t1·endwith
species such as Salix. exigua. Salix lasiandra. and Salix lutea growing on relatively
coarse-grained. nutrient-poor soils in ru·eas that are frequently inundated. Species such as
Rosa woodsii , Acer negundo. and Crataegus douglasii grow on relatively fine-grained.

nutrient-rich soils in areas that have low frequencies of immdation .
In Reach 4. TWINSPAN divided the woody species into five basic groups that a1·e

the basis of the patch types. A group donunated by all the Salix species. except for
mah1re Salix lutea. fonned a group at the wet end of axis l. This group was the basis for
the Young: Riparian Vegetation patch type . All of these species are obligate wetland and
tend to occm· on channel edges. where water is highly available and sedin1ents are coarse .
The second group. consisting of mattu"e Pop11lusangustifolia and juvenile Aln11sincana.
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fonned the basis for the Populus angustifolia Forest patch type . A third group of Salix
lutea and Rubus idaeus defined the Salix lutea Sluub Land patch type. The Mixed
Shrub /Scrub Land patch type was based on a fomth group of Corn us sericea. juvenile
Crataegus douglasii , and Rosa woodsii . These species are either facultative wetland or
facultative and occur on relatively fine grained soils. Finally. the fifth group consisting
of Crataegus douglasii. A/nus incana. and Ribes aureum defined the Mature Crataegus
douglasii Shmb Land patch type . A facultative species. Crataegus douglasii dominates
this group. and occurs on ve1y fine textmed sediments.
The TWIN SPAN groupings and their ecological interpretations for Reach 9 were
similar to those in Reach 4, with some variations. Five main groups are present. As in
Reach 4. the first group defined the Youn!? Riparian Vegetation patch type and consisted
of all mature and juvenile Salix species. except mature Salix lutea . The second group
consisted of mature Salix lutea and a fe\v other species that occur in minimal munbers:
this group defined the Salix lutea Shrub Land patch type. The third group consisted of
only Cornus sericea and (along with a group from the combined woody and herb
analysis) was the basis for the Mixed Shmb /Scmb Land patch type . Populus angustifolia
dominated the fourth group and defined the Populus angustifolia Forest patch type . The
Acer negundo Woodland patch type is defined by the fifth group that is dominated by the
presence of Acer negundo and Rosa woodsii . Acer negundo and Rosa woodsii occur in
areas \Vith relatively fine sediments and high moisture holding capacity .
In Reach 8. three main groups are evident in the TWINSP At~ groupings . one of

\vhich roughly defines the Emergent Marsh patch type by the presence of Typha latifolia.
The Wet Meadow patch type is not well represented. The dominant species in th.is
conununity are Festuca arundinacea and Agrostis stolonifera . Both of these species
occu11"edtowards the middle of the axis 1 scale. suggesting that they are widespread and
not particular to one side of the dichotomy or another. and thus difficult to place in a
cluster. The assignment of a Wet Meadow patch type was based on the field
identification of wet meadow areas .

Smiunary of Chapter VI - Patch Types
The ordination and classification results from Reaches 4, 8. and 9 led to the
fonnation of seven patch types. each acting as a 'functional group ' within the larger
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colllllltmity . Fou r groups v..ere added to the patch types defmed by the TWINSPAN
groupings. for a total of eleven.
The patch types are divided into three main categories: eai·ly successional woody
vegetation. mid-late successional woody vegetation, and herbaceous w etland s:

* Ea1·ly Successional

Woody Vegetation

• Young Riparian Forest
• Secondary Channel Edge Vegetation
• Maturing Riparian Forest

* Mid-Late

Successional Woody Vegetation

• Populus angustifolia Fore st
• Salix Lu tea Slm1b Land
• Mixed S hrnb /Scrub Land

• Mature Crataegu.sdoug/asii Sh11.1b
Land

• Acer negundo Woodland

* Herbaceou

s. \.Vetlands

• Emergent Marsh
• Wet Meadow
• Perennial Pond s
The se patch types sort out along a rough succ essional gradiem with levels of

organic matter. clay. and phosphorus increasing with the later seral-stag e areas (Fig . S-8).
Inundation frequency also de(:reases towards the later end of the successiona l gradient.
Each patch type occurs within a range of soil. hydrologic. and geomoiphic characteri stics
that explain their distributions across the fluvial surfaces . Populus angustifolia and Salix
spp . dominate the early successional woody vegetation areas that are frequently
inundated and have coarse soi.ls with low nutrient and organic matter levels . As fo1·est
age increases and a mature Populus angustifolia forest develops . along \'\11th areas of later

successional specie s such as Crataegus douglasii and Acer negundo. soil devdopment
processes increase. This results in higher levels of clay. organic matter. and nutrients
present i.nthe soils of these patch types.
The tenn herbaceous \Vetland describes areas with no woody vegetation. and
either satmated soils or standing wat er. He-rbaceous wetland patch types are placed in
their own caitego1y. rather than within the succe ssiona l gradient because whil e the se areas
strongly
do occm naturally in the Heber Valley, wetland mitigation pond 11111-off

influences the sampled herbaceous wetland s. It is therefore difficult to detennine wh ere
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they would fall along a 'natural' srn;:cessional gradient . In general. the soils in these areas
also have high levels of clay. organic matte1·, and nutr ients .
Stu11ma1yof Chapter VII - Riparian Vegetation Restoration
Genenl

conside-rations

Active vs. passive restoration
The proposed restoration recommendations involve a combination of active and
passive techniques, based on the specific hydrologic. fluvial geomorphic, and biologic
processes needed to maintain the patch types (Table S-10 ). Active restoration consists of
direct human intervention while passive restoration allows natural processes to maintain
the ecosystem. Initial active restoration ·will "jump sta1t" the project through plantings of
the dominant native species and construction of fluvial smfaces with heterogenous
topography . The goal is for a self-sustaining system where natw-al processes c1·eate and
maintain the variety of flu vial surfaces and their associated vegetation communities. and
allow for successional processes to pro(:eed at natural rates.

* We suggest

that the Commission initially undertake a combination of acti've

restoration technique.s (direct human intervention) and passive restoration measures
(allowing natural processes to do the work).

The exact combination of active and

passive approaches should vary between sites and patch types, as we specify in later

sections.

* Over time, we suggest

that the combination approach give way to an approach

that emphasizes passive restoration techniques .
'" The active and passive measures should focus on restoration of the physical
habitat (hydrology, geom01phology ) and on the biotic components (e.g. riparian
vegetation and soils).

Experimentation vs. proven methods

* We advocate

incorporating experimental components into the Provo River

Restoration project.

* For example,

we suggest including treatments that compare passive approaches

to active approaches , and that compare various types of active approaches . One such
experiment should be undertaken in the early successional sites, where channel margins
or point bars will be exposed or constrncted as part of the restoration effort . Other

experiments should be undertaken in the late- successional sites.
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Table S-10. Examples of active and passive restoration .
H ydrologir Restorntion
• Passive
• Release flows from Jordanclle Dam of appropriate timing , magnitude , and duration.
Geomorphic Restoration
• Active

• Use machinery to sculpt a diversity of fluvial surfaces su.chas point bars, secondaty
channels , flood plains of varying elevation and sl-0pe,and ponds.

• Modify soil factors through mulching_
• Passive
• Allow natural fluvial processes , as influenced by river flows and vegetation, to
create fluvial surfaces and erode/deposit sediments _
• Allow natural vegetation processes to increase organic matter and nutrient content of
soils _

Biotic Restoration
• Active

• Plant cuttings or container plantings of tree and shrub species , 3111d
see<lfor some
herb spocies _
• Remove problem exotics in specified areas _
• Semi-active
• Apply donor soils - salvage top 1S cm of soils from bulldozed riparian sites that are
relatively free of exotics . Transplant to restoration site to increases biodiversity of

herbaceous plants. Enables 'self-assembly' by all<>wingplants to sort thew.selvesout
narura.llyalong env-ironmentailgradients _
• Passive
• Restore the geomorphic habitat (e.g., point bar, mid-elevation flood plain, secondary
cha.noels) and hydrology (e.g ., large and small flood flows) to enable natural
recruitment of early and late-successional species with readily available seed sources _
• Restore the natural process.es(e.g_,channel meandering, flood plam aggradation)
that drive successional processes and allow for long-term establishment of plant

species.

Restoration of plants aind soil biota
Planting of native species

* Be judicious

in opting for active planting; utili ze a va,i.ety of techniques

including passive process restoration (a wait-and-see approach) as well as plantings , in
an experimental framework,

taking into consideration the issues listed below.
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* Select

the revegetation species from a data base that includes (1) native plant

species presently found along the Provo River; (2) native plant species growing along the

designatedreference reaches;and/or (3) native species that have high value (e.g., as
wildlife food) AND which may have occun-ed naturally on the Provo River based on
literature review of the geographic and ecological range of the species.

* When introducing

plants, use locally adapted ecotypes and strive for a high

level of diversity within the population of planting stock.
Assembly mies and successional sequences
*Where possible, work within a successional .framework and plant species in
temporal sequences that conform to successional patterns
Biotic interactions, mutualisms, and reproductive biology

* Pay attention

to biotic interactions when planting. For example, initially plant

species that are generalists with regard to pollinators or seed dispersers and allow more
specialized species to establish after more specif habitat conditions have developed .

* Pay attention

to reproductive strategies. For example, plant out-crossing

species in sufficient densities and spatial patterns to allow for pollinator-mediated seed
set.

* For quickest

revegetation of ground swfaces, plant species that are capable of

vegetative reprodt1ction
Directed planting vs. selfassemblv

* Tailor plant

species to appropriate abiotic conditions .

*Work with the ecosystem and accommodate or take advantage of existing site
conditions , where possible . In many cases , the inundation frequencies and soil
characteristics of the restoration sites (e.g., agricultural.fields) may fall naturally within
the range of woody species.

If so, it is probably

most cost-effective to simply plant

species that are favored by such sites. In other cases, one may wish to alter the site
conditions through soil amendment or physical sculpting of the habitat , to achieve a
greater degree of habitat diversity within the flood plain.

How to restore understorybiodiversity?
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* Salvage

the top layers of soil (upper 15 cm) from construction activity , in

places, to be used as donor soils . Soils should NOT be salvaged from the stream edge of
Reach 8 where there are lots of weedy seed banlang species. Eventuall y, soils should be

salvaged.from Reach 9, in particular the southern end where the relative cover of exotic
species is the lowest for all the rnaches.

* Donor

soils can be placed in a variety of places. Donor soils from flood plain

sites tend to contain a wide variety of species reflecting the entire successional histo, y .
This diversity of species allows for self-sorting along the existing environmental
gradients.

*Sites augmented

with the donor soils should be monitored for plant

establishment and compared with un-augmented sites.

*

Obtain a sowed seed mixt1rre that contains a diverse mixture of candidate

species occun'i.ngin the targetpatch type. Theseed mix should be applied at diffe1'ent
times during the y ear , and in multiple y ears to allow for vagaries of rainfall ,
temperature , seed-predation and other factors that influence germination success .
Removal of exotics

* We propose

a patient wait-and-see strategy to see if the native species recover

in the absence of gra::ing, trampling , and nearby agn -cultural activity_

If the natfves

are

not showfng trends of reco vering, we then propose active weed control measures coupled
with nativ e species seeding measures .
"'Need for direct weed control may arise throughout the restoration project ;

target sites and species should be identified through monitoring . For example , there may
be a need to weed-out Phalaris anmdinacea , Agrostis stolonifera, or other vegetativel y spreading exotics on newly constructed point bars and islands.

Problem habitats

* Donor

soils can help to restore populations of myc o,rhi::ae and othe r important

soil biota to abandoned fields .
Geomorphk

restoration

* To allow for

the establishment and maintenance of the different vegetation

communities , it is necessary to create a diversity of jluvial swfaces such as point bars,
secondary channels , flood plains of va,ying elevation and slope , and ponds (abandoned
ox-bows). Initiall y sculpt flood plain geometr y to create a heterogeneous topograph y,
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including the presence of secondm y channels, on which early, mid and late successional
riparian communities can be planted 01·c an naturally establishfollowingplannedfloods
of different magnitudes.

*A good approach
diversity

is to take advantage of what exists while creating additional

if necessary. If the targeted

area is a level agricultural field , sculpting will be

neces sary to encompass the range of inundation freq11encies for the vmious patch types.
After the initial sculpting , we recommend allowing natural jluvia l processes, as
influenced by river flows and vegetation, to create f111vialswfaces th rough the erosion
and deposition of sediments.
*It may be necessary to initfally modify sofl factors such as organic matter level ,
through mulching. Eventually , natural vegetation processes will inaease the organic
matter and nutrient content in the soils

*If monitoring

reveals that sediment augmentation will be needed, methods need

to be developed to determine (1) rhe amount of sediment augmentation needed, (2)
location of sediment augmentation , and (3) the textural composition of the augmented
sediment. Sediment needed for recruitment sites and deposition on the mid to late
successionaljlood plain area should range in textr.1refrom sand to silty-clay. Deposition
offine sof/s on the upper flood plain will only occur during high peak flows. This should
dictate the timing of sediment augmentation .
Hydrologic restoration
A hydrological regime should be established to ( 1) hdp maintain the restored
Provo River riparian community and (2) encourage natural re.crnitment aind establishment
of natiYe riparian species . The regime sl1ould be based . in pa11. on historical hydro logic al
pattems for the river. Five component s. of flo\ v regimes- namely the magnitude,
frequency. duration. timing and rate of change of hydro logic conditions- strongly
influence the stmchU"e and function of riparian ecosys tems (Poff et al. 1997). All should
be considered in the design of the flow reg ime .

* We recommend

thatfrequendes

of flood flows of different magnitudes be based

on historical annual peak flow freqt1encies from gages upstream ,of the present
Jordanelle Reservoir (Table S-11) .
Table S-11. Annual peak flows and frequencies from upstream (Hailstone gage ) and
from downstream (Charleston gage - cailculated ) for the period 1950-1996. and
recommended peak frequencies of several magnitudes of high flo,v releases from
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Jordan elle Dam . Recommendations for us e of the "cottonwood-willow recruitment box "
(Mahoney and Rood 1993, 1998) for shaping the flood hydrograph are made for each
eak flow .
AnnualPeak
Flows

Frequencyof
Historical
UpstreamPeak
Flows

Frequencyof
Historical
Downstream
PeakFlows

Recommended
HighFlow Levels

Frequencyof
Recommended
HighFlows

Useof
Recn1itment
Box

> 112 m3s·1

3/47 years

> 98m 3s"1

4/47 years

> 84m3s·I

10/47 years

1/47 years

3 1

> 77m s·

15/47 years

1/47 years

> 70m 3s·1

25/47 years

1/47 years

ca. 70m 3s·1

1/6 years

Yes

> 56 m3s"1

35/47 years

4/47 years

ca. 56 m3s"1

1/ 4 years

Yes, if
possible

> 42m3s·1

42/47 years

26/47 years

ca. 42 m3s·1

1/ 2 years

Not necessary

> 28 m3s"1

45/47 years

44147 years

> 14 m3s·1

47/47 years

47/47 years

Regeneration floods
*We recommend that hydrographs of planned floods follow natural flood
hy drograph patterns to assure timely fonnation of seed-bed locations for ripmian
species , and that the "'i·ecruitrnentbox "concept be used to determine the timing of peak
flows and the recession rate of the receding limb of the flood needed for Pop11/11s-Salix
establishment.

* To create

3 1

a.flood o/ 70 rn s- for the total length of river from Jordanelle Darn

to Deer Creek Reservoir , thefitll release.from Jordanelle Dam must be left in the river
during the flooding period. Irrigation take out channels can greatl y reduce flood flows
and may reduce the affects of.flooding . For example , comparing peak.flows in 1993 at
the Hailstone and Charleston gages , Hailstone reached a peak over 98 m 3s· 1, while
Charleston , located in the Heber Valley below in"igation take-out channels reached only
63 m 3s-1. This level of reduction of flood magnitude will need to be addressed infi,ture
planning of floods designed to return naturalfluvial processes to the 1iverine ecosystem .

*It will be necessary

to monitor several representative cross -sections to

determine levels of inundation of these fl ood flows on the rip arian gradient from stream
to upland , and their effect on recruitment of riparian species.
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Maintenance floods
It is. important to release over -bank flood flows with a range of magnitudes. so as
to inundate the various successioual stages of the riparian collllll.unity with specific
frequencies . This ,vill maintain productivity of the existing vegetation and allow for
period ic reg:enerntion of some late-successional species . Using calculated values for
historical inundation frequencies for early. mid and late successional woody vegetation

collllmmities along the P1·ovo. we can make recommendatiom

011

frequency of different

magnin1de releases from Jordandle Dam.

* We recommend

that flood flows of va,ying magnitudes be released with

appropriate frequency so as to inundate the varfous naturally-occurring and plantedpatch types within their historicall y -detennined ranges of inundation frequency .

*It will be necessary

to monitor several representative cross-sections to

detemz ine levels of inundation of these flood flows on the ripmian gradient from stream
to upland and their effect on recruitment of riparian species .
Recommendations

by patch type

Young Riparian Forest and Maturing Riparian Forest

* Initially

sculpt the slope angle of channel margjns and point ban of main and

second my channels l-Vithheavy equipment so that wetted soil for growing riparian
seedling roots {about 3 +I- mm per day) will be maintained by a graduall y receding
flood.

* Release

small flood.s sufficient to moisten the establishment zones.

* Plant some

of the newly exposed channel establishment zones with Salix exigua ,

Salix lasiandra, Salix lutea, and Populus angusti{olia stem cuttings or poles , and leave
other areas unplanted , in an experimental fashion , as described below.

* Over the long-term , periodicall y release the large flood flows

that will create

and moisten germination sites for Populus and Salix.

Secondmy Channel Edge Vegetation
*During initial flood plain construction with heavy machinery, create seconda,y
channels (one per 100 m of flood plain length) of which some are active channels during
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1

3 1

baseflows of 14 ni3s- and others are active only when stream flows exceed 28 m s- . The
number and location will depend on width and sinuosity of the main channel .

* Release flows

to maintain desired channel dimensions.

*In an experimental fashion,

release flows that may .stimulate Aln us regeneration

by providing some sediment r:e working and inundating channel margins

* Treat some of the created side channels areas as experimental

no-plant areas

and some as plant areas
*In some planted areas: overplant with Populus first , than add Al nus later; and
in some areas, plant Alnus alone

*Apply

donor soils in some sites and set asfde others as control sftes , in

experimental fashion
Mid to late successional woody vegetation patch types

* Test soils for

texture and nut1ient.sand survey sites for elevation above the

thalweg. Plant species according to their tolerance rangesfor soil texture and nutrient
content, and for depth to groundwater and immdationfrequenc y, taking advantage of
existing site conditions. For example , in areas with low inundation frequency and soils
with high levels of clay, silt, nitrogen , organic matter , and phosphorus plant Acer
negundo and/or Crataegus douglasii.

*In areas with little topographic

diversity {e.g., level agricult11ralfields ) , create a

diversity ofjluvial s11.1faces
, to allowfor heterogeneity of habitats, and then plant within
physical tolerance ranges .

* We recommend

that restoration constmctfon of channel and flood plain

geometry recogni:::.ethe need to be able to wet much of the flood plain with a 70 m1s· 1
peak flow , the maximum attainable ft-om Jordanelle Dam

*If some patch

types are still under-represented in the restoration site in tenns of

site soil potential, consider soil modifications (e.g., mulching, do.norsoil applications) .
* Plant the dominant -woody species for each parch type including Salix lutea,
Cornus sericea , Crataeg11sdouglasii, Rosa woodsii, A/nus incana, Ribes aureum ,
Populus angustifolia, and Acer negundo.

* When planting,

take into account reproducti ve biology . For example , plant

obligate out-crossing species such as dogwood in sufficiently dense patches to allm vfor
cross-pollination ; monitor to insure that adequate pollinators are present
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* When planting , take into account

successional patterns and shade tolerance.

For example , plant some areas with large Populus poles and then unde,plant with young ,
small Acer negundo; leave other· areas not underplanted to monitor for natural seedling
,·ecruitment of the later-successional Acer negundo.

Other latel"-successional species

such as woods rose, serviceberry, and wild raspberryshould dofine in open-sun
conditions.

*Aim for a mix of structure types, including mixed-canopysites that have a tall
tree canopy later and a shn,b understo, y; shrub/ands . and woodlands . For example, in

addition to a mixed canopy Popu/us!Acer type (man1rePopulusForest patch type). strive
to create Mixed Shm ,b/Scnib Land patch type, a Salix lutea shni bland type, and

Crataegusdouglasii Shrub Land type that contain various combinationsof Salix lutea.
Cornus sericea, Rub1J.Sidae11s,Ribes aureum , Crataegus douglasii, Rosa. woodsii , and
Lonicera involucrata . Plant areas of Acer negundo to fonn woodlands.

*Appl y donor soils in some areas to restore soil organisms

and herbaceous

biodiversity. Donor soils may be particularl y important in agricultural fields.

*Hand

broadcast mixtures of native plant seeds (using mixtures of species

targeted for each patch type). for several y ears in succession . Appl y the seeds in some
areas but not others. to determ ine whether this is a necessmy and effective restoration
approach .

* Control for exotic invasive species , if necessary.
* Release flows that will produce the desired patch-type-specific

inundation

frequencies

* Over the long-term , allow natural processes to develop and maintain flood
plain gradients and successional seres

*Supplement

the sediment budget of the river with fine sediments

if the new

sediments befng deposited on the flood plains are coarser than expected for that patch
type, recogni z ing that deposition is influenced pa rtly by vegetation structure and densi ty.
Emergent Marsh, Wet Meadow, Perennial Ponds

* Establish

these types in areas with nutrient-ric h, fine textured soil. For Wet

Meadows , create areas with satura ted soils , fed either by ground water or sma /I

secondarychannels. For Emergent Marsh, create areas withperennial standing water,
fed either by ground water or small secondary channels. Create ponds with fluctuating

water levels, but perennial standing ·water.
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*Plant Salix lutea at low density at a few sites to establish some woody structure
in the Wet Meadaw patch type.

"'Plant afew of the dominant herbaceousplants, includingCarexrostrata, Carex
lanuginosa, Carex nebrascensis, Junc11sensi(olius, and Juncus longistvlis. _Focus on
species with ability to propagate asexually, if the goal is to rapidly revegetate the ground
swface.

*If possible , apply donor soils

or mulch sites with litter, detritus, seed , and root

materials from native wetlands to provide organic matter and restore soil organisms .

* Control for invasive exotic species as needed, as indicated by monitoring
* Establish flows from second my channels and/or groundwater into the
herbaceous wetland areas but prevent excessive flooding.

*Allow

natural processes , including beaver activity, to create physical habitat.

Stmunary of Chapter VIII - Riparian Vegetation Recruitment Experiment
A restoration experiment shou ld consider all of the following approache s.
integrate them. and build them into both '>hort-tenn and long-term management scheme<,
that initially will lbe considered an experimen t:

1.

Controlling the hydro logy of the riparian zone through management
of releases from Jordane lle Dam.

2.

Actively contouring the channel margins to allow wetting of several
elevat ion zones .

3.

Passively allowing natural recruitment to take place in all newly
graded areas.

4.

Actively planting appropriate species in elevation zones that will be
inundated and not inundated by controlled floods.

5.

Encouraging recruitment through use of donor soils in appropriate

areas.

Site selection
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Sites selected for exper imental studies of riparian recruitment and
recovery along the mainstem of the Provo River should initia lly all have similar
gross topography.

Three control sites and th ree experimental sites each of point

bars and channel margins should be selected for the experimenta l project.
Channel edge topography

and surface materials

Microtopography of the meanderlobes and channel marginsshould be
designed to allow a gradua l decline of the wetted surface as an experimental

flood gradually decreasesin magnitude. Meanderlobes and channel margins
should be constructed with materials that mimic old gravel beds or base mater ial

in the surrounding valley.
Meander lobes (point bars) and channel margins
Eacl"'i of the three experimental meande r lobes should be div ided into 4

quadrants. alternatinga planted quadrantwith a non-planted quadrant (Fig. S-9).
Three constructed meander lobes shou ld be left barren but be marked into 4
quadrants as controls . Each of the three 100 m experimental channel-margin
sub-reaches should be constructed in a fashion similar to the meander lobes (Fig
S-10). They should be divided into several alternating planted arnd non-planted
segments , again alternating as on the meander lobes.
Passive vs . active restoration
Designate a subset of the exposed point bars and channel marg ins as
•pass ive resto ration treatment areas'. Water managers should provide the

necessary short-term inundat ion in spring and appropr iate draw--dow n rate in
summer to allow for Salix! Popu l us seed ling establishment. This no-plant
treatment w ill tell us whether the local seed sources are adequa te to supp ly
propagules for natura l seed ling establ ishment and w ill also provide a test of our
understanding of the flow regime needs of the seed lings. We anticipate that
seed abundance will not be a limiting factor . Ideally , the construct ion act ivity
should be carried out in spring /early summer months during the Sal ix!Popu lus
seed release period . Meander lobe and channel margin areas des ignated for
planting shou ld be planted with young (1-2 years ) sap lings of early success ional
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woody plants in a density equivalent to that found in natural surfaces after a few
years.
Designate another subset of the point bars and channel margins as
'planting areas'. These areas should be planted with young early successional

woody plants such as Populus angustifolia , Salix exigua , Salix lutea, Salix
lasiandra, Alnus incana , and Cornus sericea. Woody plants should be planted on
the channel margin equivalent to the zone between the stages for 42 m3s·1 and
3

56 m s·

1

.

Salix spp . should be placed on the outer edges . with Populus toward

the inside. Make sure to include a mix of genders and appropriate genetic stock.
Donor soils
Donor soils may be used to reestablish riparian vegetation , especially
herbaceous groundcover . Donor soils should be spread (ca. 2 cm thick ) on
barren surfaces of constructed meander lobes and channel margins above the
stage corresponding to
70 m3 s·1 . Donor soils should be placed on the upper portion of the "planted "
quadrants or segments of the meander lobe and channel margin respectively.
Hydrology
The primary controlling parameter in this experiment is hydrology . A three
year flood pattern is suggested that mimics the natu ral regime required for
Populus and Sa/ix seedling estab lishment and surviva l. In the first year, there
3

1

should be a flood (70 m s- ) that creates scoured and sediment deposition
conditions. A smaller (56 m 3s-1) flood during the second year would allow for
adequate water levels for seedling survival. This flood should be repeated in
year three if there was good recruitment following year two.
Mon it oring
Monitoring transects should be placed perpend icular to the axis of the
river through each quadrant (planted and unplanted ) on the meander lobes, and
across each exper imental segment of each sub-reach along the channel margin.
Transects should extend across areas used for donor soil experiments , if these
were developed. Quadrats (0.5 x 0.5 m) should be placed each meter along
these transect lines and sampled for (1) estab lishment of new plants whether
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riparianspecies of interest or not and (2) survival of plants planted within the
planted areas. After year two. lall'gerquadrats (1 x 1 m) should be placed at
alternatequadrat points along the transect and sampled for saplings. The small
quadratsshould be retainedand used to sample herbaceousplants and woody
riparian s~edliflgs. Measurementstaken within each quadrat should include: (1)
dernsityof each species. (2) aerial cover of each species. Within the larger
quadrats. height of the largest individual of each woody species should be
measured.
Summaryof Chapter IX - Monitoring and Indicatorsof Restoration Success
Monitoringefforts should be integrative. including monitoringof all
ecosystemcomponentsof concernwithin tlhesame riverine flood plain unit.
Transects estab~ished for vegetation (habitat) monitoring should be the sample
entity for other attributes. Where there are unique ecosystemtypes (e.g.,
herbaceo1us wetlands) in which listed species might occur (e.g., spotted frog),
vegetationtransects should be established in these areas. Aside from these
special locations , several cross-sectional transects shou ld be estab lished] in each
restoration reach. At least two transects within each restoration reach should
represent different fluv Eal geomorphic forms , that is, straight channels , meander
curves (usua lly with cut banks and point bars) . multiple channe reach (often with
primary and secondary channels ). orr a combination of these.
Samp ling along monitoring transects should be designed to determine (1)
amount of sediment scour or deposition . (2 ) recruitment of w oody rriparian
species , (3) herbaceou 1s cover , and (4) growth . maintenance , and vigor of
establ ished riparrian plants . Hydrological phenomena along the flood plain
gradient shou ld also be determined in association with the vegetation transects.
Frequenc y of inundation and depth to w ater table using monito ring wells at points
(plots ) along the transect are tw o parameters critica l to estalblishment and
surviva l of riparian vegetation.
In the short term , restoration success can be gauged by doing a functiona l
equ iva lenicy compar ison in wh ich key variables are compared between restored
and reference sites (Table S-12 ). Funct ional , in add ition to structural , attrributes
must be addressed when evaluating restoration success . In particula r, the

restored ecosystem must be self-sustainab le in order for the restoration project to
be a success . Plant popu lations must be self-ma intaining after the initial
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plantings ; the community must be able to recover from natural and human
disturbances ; and the community must be resistant to invasive plant and animal

species .
Restoration success can be gauged in the long term through an index of
riparian ecosystem integrity. Operational definitions of ecosystem health and
ecosystem integrity tend to include the following components (Costanza 1992;
Karr 1991):
1. Homeostasis function: the ability to continue to self-organize in a
changing environment, without the need for external human support.
2. Resistance or resilience function: capacity for self-repair after
perturbation or stress. The ability of an ecosystem to maintain its structure and
function over time in the face of external stress, or ability to rapidly recover after
stress , either to the pre-stress state or to a related 'trajectory '.
3. Levels of diversity and complexity similar to a pre-stress , reference
condition .
4 . Levels of vigor/productivity

similar to a pre-stress , reference

condition.
5. Functions and processes similar to a pre-stress , reference condition.

Table S-12. Variables to be sampled in monitoring phase to gauge short-term
restoration success .
Vegetation

Soil

Hydrologic/Ge omorphic

Species diversity

Texture (% sand, silt, clay)

Distance to channel (m)

Patch type diversity

Moisture holding capacity (%)

Ele vati on above thalweg (m)

GroVlr°thform diversity

Organic matter(% )

Elevation above base flow (m)

Native species diversity

pH

Sediment scour or deposition (m)

Vert ical structure

Avai lable nitrogen (%)

Inundation frequency (per 100 years)

Populationagestruchrre

Phosphorus (mg/kg )

Canopy cover (%)

Electrical conductivity (ds/m)

Species densities
Canopy height (m)
Number of dead stems
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No clea1· standards exist io measure these components. There is ctuTently no
accepte ·d 'list' of indicators of health for riparian ecosystems . Development of easily

measurable and meaningful indicators is an ongoing process (Kan 1991) . In selecting
indicators of integrity. a good place to strui is to identify essential envirnruuental factors
or process.es that maintaiin and control the conuuunity type and select indicators that ru·e

sensitive to these factors (Keddy et al. 1993) . Indicators also should be multi.metric . with
vai1ables measmed ail:a va11ety of hiernrchical scales within the ecosystem (Karr and Chu

1999).
The ecosystem integrity approach is related to the ftmctional equivalency
approach and thus the va11ables are similar. Analysis of the following va1·iables (Table S-

13) wiH help develop an index of riparian ecosystem integrity.
1) Diversity and composition components
a) Species diversity or species richness. What is the total rnm1ber of plant c;pecies
and mean number of plant species per tmit area?

b) f\wctional group d:iveTsityor guild diversity. How many of the: dc:temuned
patch . types are present ,-..ithin a reach?
c) Growth form diversity . Are plants present in a variety of growth forms.

including herbs. shmb~. and trees?
d) Native species di,.-ersity. What is the relative albtmdance of native to exotic
plant species?
2) Vertical and ho1·izontal structure .

a) Vertical stnlcture. Is there a coutinmuu of patches frQmopen areas to areas
with a multi-layered canopy?
b) Landscape structure . Is there a mosaic of patches ranging from open meadows.

shmblands. open forests with a shrub understory. and dense forests?
3) Population age structure . Are there multiple age classes of dominant woody species :
4) Successional processes . Are processes of point bar colonization. flood plain
aggr.adation. soil productivity increases. occuni.ng at naniral rates?
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Table S-13. Variables to be sampl ed in monitoring phase to gauge long-term
restoration suc cess.
Vegetation

Sot!

Hydrologtc/Geomorphtc

Tree basal diameter (m)

Texture (% sand, silt, clay)

Slope (%)

Shrub canopy area (m2)

Moisture h<'lrl.i.ng
capacity (%)

Absolute elevation (m)

Height of tallest tree (m)

Organic matter(% )

Elevation above base flow (m)

Canopy cover(%)

pH

Elevation above channel thalweg (m)

Herbaceous plant cover(%
total and% by species)

Available nitrogen (%)

Distance to primary channel (m)

Number and species of
seedlings <1 meter tall

Phosphorus (mg/kg)

Distance to active secondary
channel (m)

Electrical conductivity (ds/m)

Inundation frequency (per 100 years)
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he eng ineer ing and revegetat ion components of the project
have a synergistic effect. Lengthen ing the stream and
insta lli ng grade contro l structu res resu lt in increased surface
w ater elevations as well as floodp fain inundation frequency and
duration . In turn . these improved hydrologic conditions provide
soil moisture necessary for the establishment and sustainabil ity of
the native riparian pla t commu ities. Ove rhangi g vegeta tion.
deep and fibrous root systems . and dense and diverse plant
communities w ithin the riparian zone provide bank stabi lization ,
cover and shade for fish , nutr ients for aquat ic insects , instream
w oody deb ris, and habitat for w ildlife .

T

Species compris ing the once prevalent native plant communit ies
were hypothes ized usi g on-site and adjacen · land surveys,
current published literature . historical data and photog raphs . and
local acco unts of histo rical con ditions . A ct ive rep lanting is
necessary since eliminat ion of the orig inal woody riparian corr idor ,
both on the project site and upstream as well, reduced seed
sou rces to numbers incapable of support ing nat ral recruitment.
As plantings become established and son moist ure conditions are
restored , natural recruitment and regeneration are expec ted.
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5 .1 REVEGETATION DESIGN CRITERIA
The revegetation design criteria for the Lower
Red River Restoration Project were developed
to meet project goals , philosophy . and
objectives . A number of factors were
considered includ ng plant selection, fish and
wildlife habitat features , riparian zone width ,
hydrology, planting dens ity and plant size ,

streamflow velocity , sinuos ity ratio , bank slope ,
soil stratigraphy , construction travel corridors ,
disturbed construction areas, and
browsing/grazing control (Table 5.1)

Sustainable riparian communities are
dependenl

on the evolution of natural physical

properties restored by the engineering features
(Chapter 4). Therefore , several revegetation
criteria are associated with restored cliannel
and floodplain funct ion . For example , elevating
the low flow water level to within 36 inches (91
cm) of top of bank and reconnecting tlie
floodplain o the stream channel increases
frequency and duration of the meadow
hydroperiod , providing suitable soil moisture
conditions for the native plant communities .
Planting locations based on ::.oil moisture

requirements for particular species are based
on this expected rise in low flow water surface
elevations and enhanced hyoroperiod.

Table 5.1. Revegetation design criteria used for Phases I and II of the Lower Red River Meadow
Restorat ion Project. Criteria are based on Carlson et al. (1991) and recommendations of the Red River
TAC and Wildlife Habitat Institute WHI).
Restoration
P LANT

SELECT

Factor

All plant species will be naive to srte. Herbaceous weUandlriparianplant seed will
bE collected on site. orown in a commercialoreenhouse. then wt-olanted 0.1 site.
Dormant willow pole cuttings will be colected on nearby sites having similar
elevation, temperature, and precipitatioo conditions. Plantings shoukl be as
diverse in composition as tie major components of the target plant corrvnunity.
Seedand cutti'lg selection will be subject to availat ility.

ION

Established rii;arian plantings will creale and emance fish habtat conditions. As
the height and density of streambank vegetation increases, ovenang ing vegetation
wil provide shade and cover. Deep and dense roo:systems wi I stabilize banks
arid allow the devetoomentof undercut banks. Woodv rioarian ·,eoetation v.~I
SLl)plya source of instream wCJOd,j
detris . Increased stream shading and
stabilized streambanks will result in recuced summer waler terrperature, ltrbidity ,
arid suspended sedimenl levels, thereby improving overall water quality.

F I SH HABITAT

WILDLlf'E

Revegetation Design Criteria

Oi,erse and den:,e plan tings in the riparian corridor and expanced wetland and

II ABITAT

or.en
water areas will pro-roe nesmg , braging, and cover habitat for a variely of
waterfowl. upland birds, and terrestrial mammals.

R I PAR IAN ZO NE W IDTH

Rioarian zone will extend a minimum 0120 feet (6.1 m) from streambank edge of
mean low water level on staight reaches and inside bends or fnm top of bank on
va1ical cut banks.
Engineering features will raise surface water elevations to within 36 inches '.91 cm)

HYDROLOGY

of top of bank at low flows , enhancing soil moisture conditions for riparian

canmunity establishment. Streamside plantings wll be situated to anticipate this
change in low 'low water surface level. Planting design will acO)fllmodate the
preferred hydrologic condilons for each species.
PLA NTING

O E NSITYI

STREAMFLOW

PLA NT S IZE

V ELOC I T Y

HiJh density, mass plantings provide greater erosicn control an:Jplant survival and
are more likely to withstand browsing , trampling, or other physical damage. Design
and specificationswill incorporatethe largest stock size ava~abe and the greatest
quantities possible within budgetary coostraints.
Newly vegetated banks need protectionfrom high-v,alerflligh velocity events. In
general, fully revegetated streambankscan tolerate flows up to B feet per ~cond
(2 4 mis) for short periods and up to 5 'eet per second (1.5 mis) for extended
periods. Revegetationdesgn wil assume tha1 pos:-reconstructionstream11Dw
velocitieswil nol exceed ttlese parameters. This assumption is based on Ille
restorationof 1hechannel gradien11o1936 conditions, ranging from 0.17 percent to
013 percent Success of streambank revegetation increases Ylhenchannel
gradients are below 1 percent Greate.;t success is achieved as gradients
approach or mil below 0 .1 percent
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Table 5.1 cont. Revegetation design criteria used for Phases I and II of the Lower Red River Meadow
Restoration Project. Criteria are based on Carlson et al. (1991) and recommendations of the Red River
TAC andWHI .
Restoration

Factor

Revegetation

Design Criteria

S ll ea11uar11\1t!vt!Yt:lalio11:1.1c~~ is y1t!c.lt!:sl wlit:!11:sllt:M11
1cu11t! 1alliu::; tu

S 1Nuu ::;11Y RA 11u

stream widttl ratio exceeds 10. Pranned ::t,annelreconstruction design will
confcrm to this guideline.
BANK SLOPE

In general, revegebtion is 110Stsuccessful on steambanks wiih slopes of 3:1
or flatter. Steeper slope5 a-e subject to geater water velocitie5 and stronger

erosive forces and wil oodermine re~e.ition efforts. Revegetationdesign ,
specifications, and planti119lime periods ·Nill consider reconstructed bank slope
within the v:rious channel reaches to optimize revegetationsuccess.
So u STRATI t.RA PH Y

Fl11vi:ilm;rt~Lc;

;i~ r.h;ir;idP.ri!:lir;ally Mpo!:il~

in non- ,inifnnn l~P.r!: nf

varying soil 1extures. Fine-textured streambank soils are more resistant to
erosive forces than coarse-textured soils. A subsurfacegravel layer subject to
t!lu:;ivt! furt.= w111be :scuut!ll uut w1usi11,1Uie u,lliiµ::it! uf U1t!uµµtll lMl11t.
Plant species selec:ion and planlilg deneilies wil be determined by the soil
stratigraphy and erosive pctential of various stream reaches; faster-growing
plants and higher planting densitiEswill brget the reaches with the hi!;hest
erosion potentials. MlenE!'1erfeasible topsoil removed dUringexcavationwill
be ~tockp ill.'d and replaced prior

COflSTR UCTION TRA VEL CORR IDORS

to planting .

Fragi e, moist riparian sous are susceptible soil compactionfrom heav,
t!QUipm:,111<11.lvt!l 11
cle ll affic . Sui l cu111µat.iio11
11;!1Jativ,;lyalTt!tls 1iµa1ia.11µ t ml

establishmentand may encourage the recruitmentof inl'asive and aggressive
exotic com!funities . Travel corridors will t>e plarmed to minimize compaction
and soil damage in the riparian coridor. 'Nheneier feasible, heavy eq.iipment
with tracks, rather than rubber tires. and 4- or 6-'Nheeledall-terrain vehicles
(ATVs) will be used . Afterconslruction

i3 compete , travel corridors will be

fllped to a depth of2 feet (61 cml grade:l, and seededwith a native grass rrix.
A pol cy will t>eestablished for construction shut down during rain eve,ts and
for future access and manenance.
O I STURBEO

C O>I S TRLC

TI ON

AREAS

ar.!a~ of exposed ~oil, ~ a result of con~tru ction activitie~ . will be ~own wilh
an erosion rontrol Seedmix and planted with naive herbaceousand woorfy
vege1ationa:cordtng to the approl'ed planting design ard specifications. Prior
All

lo planting , coconut fiber erosion control matting will be positioned on ~ites

havirg the greatest erosior potenta l (e.g reinforced banks).
BROWSING/GRAZING CONTROL

The propert,•perimeter feo:e will be mairtained to protect newplanti nJS frorr
cattle trespass. Re..egetafivesucress monltorirg and construction of
temporary wildlife e<ck>Gurai:will be used to evaluate browi:ing impadi: to
f1)arian plantings. Deer/elt. repellent may be used as necessa,y. Temporary
wildlile exdosures are designed to establsh islands of cense, woody
Vt!1Jt!laliu1 U1al will sµ1t!all dllll se1ve a:s" ::it!W suu1~ litcilitalhy fulu 1t! 11«tu1al

recrutment.

•

5. 2 PLANTING

METHODOLOGY
•

Pla nting Design
EX=>ECTED TARGET COMMUN ITY . A riparian
classification system has yet to be developed
for the north-central region of Idaho.

Therefore , the expected

target communities

Community descriptions in similar
P.c:osystP.ms of nP.r1rhy ff'!Jinns (Parl!Jf'f f't

C>l:SIGN AND

for

•

al., 1989; Brunsfeld and Johnson , 1995;
Hansen et al.. 1995),
On-site surveys of nat ive vegetation in an
estab lished exclosure at the downstream
end of the meadow and existing plant
communities within the riparian /meadow
areas of the RRWMA (Brunsfeld , 1994),
and
H1stoncal photographs and local accounts .

the Lower Red River Meadow were
hypothesized

using the follow ing sources :

Brunsfeld p994) hypothesized that willows
comprised the major component of the original
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woody riparian community , primarily
Drummond willow (Salix drummondiana) ,
Geyer willow (S geyeriana), and Booth willow
(S boothii). Other woody species included
Pacific willow (S . /asiandra), sandbar willow (S.
exigua), red-osier dogwood (Cornus
stolonifera) , thinleaf alder (A/nus incana), and
bearberry honeysuckle (Lonicera involucrata)
(Appendix A).

native species exist in limited numbers on or
very near the project site, and therefore , were
included in the planting design . Native
herbaceous species include dagger-leaf rush
(Juncus ens ifolius), Coville's rush (J. covillei) ,
Colorado rush (J. confusus) , small-fruited
bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus) , small-winged
sedge (C . microptera), lens sedge (C .
lenticularis), and beaked sedge (C. rostrata)

Many of the native herbaceous spec ies existing
today comprised the original associated
understory including a variety of sedges (Carex
spp.), rushes (Juncus spp .), bulrushes (Scirpus
spp.), and grasses that thrive in moist to wet
soils . However , coverage and divers ity of
these species have been reduced by grazing,
haying , and channel alterations that have
resulted in decreased soil moisture conditions
and invasion of exotic pasture grasses
(Brunsfeld , 1994) .

Planting Methodology

On wetter sites near the stream channe l and in
off-channel topographic depressions ,
communities of Drummond willow/beaked
sedge (S. drummond iana! Carex rostrata) or
Geyer willow/beaked sedge (S. geyer iana! C.
rostrata) are expected to develop . On drier
sites at the outside edges of the riparian zone
and slightly drier meadow areas, communities
of willows/bluejoint reedgrass (Salix
spp./Calamagrostis canadens is) or
willows/tufted hairgrass (Salix
spp./Deschampsia cespitosa) are expected to
develop.
PLANTING SCHEMES. An overview of the
planting scheme for Phases I and II is provided
in Figure 5.1. Riparian commun ities vary
according to the three genera l stream reach
types - straight, outside bend, or inside bend
(Figure 5.2). The planting plan specifies
Drummond willow, Geyer willow , Pacific willow ,
and sandbar willow . Subsequent field surveys
determined that Booth willow was not part of
the original dominant willow community in this
geographic location and therefore was
eliminated from the planting scheme . Other
native woody species used in the design
include red-osier dogwood , thinleaf alder ,
serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia), Douglas
hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii), quaking aspen
(Popu/us tremuloides) , and bearberry
honeysuckle. Although serviceberry , hawthorn ,
and quaking aspen are absent from the list of
hypothesized original woody vegetation , these

WOODY PLANT SPEC IES. Willow species
are planted as dormant pole cuttings during the
late spring and summer. Other woody shrubs
are planted as seedling plugs . Since native
sources are unavailable on site, the willow pole
cuttings are collected as close to the project
site as possible . Geyer willow are collected in
Elk City , Idaho ; Drummond willow near Elk
River , Idaho ; and Pacific and sandbar willow
are collected from the St. Joe or upper
Clearwater rivers . Seed sources for alder,
dogwood , aspen , honeysuck le, serviceberry ,
and hawthorn are found on the project site and
up- or downstream .
Willow pole cuttings are collected , prepared ,
and cooler-stored during February and March
prior to each field season . Pole cuttings are
removed from the cooler and soaked in water
for three days at ambient outs ide temperatures
to initiate bud and root growth just prior to
spring/ summer planting. Project personne l
experimented with a few red-osier dogwood
pole cuttings (as opposed to seedlings grown
in the greenho use) in 1997 . The red-osier
dogwood pole cuttings received similar
treatment as the willow plus horizontal scoring
of the bark and soaking in a root-promot ing
acid solution (idolebutyric acid) .
Seeds of thinleaf alder, red-osier dogwood ,
serviceberry , and other native woody species
are collected in the summer /fall, cleaned and
prepared for storage during the winter , and
then planted in a commercial greenhouse in
late winter and early spring (February through
May) . Seedlings can be planted in the fall or
the following spring Seedlings held over until
the following spring are moved into a cooler
during peak dormancy (January) and stored
until ready to plant.
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LOWER RED RIVER MEADOW RESTORATION

PROJECT

Phase I (1996) and Phase II (1997)
Revegtation Planting Scheme
Red River Wildlife Management Area

In locations where meander bends are
lose to each other. willows and redosier dogwood are planted to facilitate
growth into a continuous vegetated
community providing bank stabilization
as well as nesting and forage habitat
for a variety of avian species and
terrestrial mammals .

andbar willow-dominated
riparian communities are
planted along inside bends
to stabilize gravel bars ,
facilitate sediment
deposition, create shade
and cover for fish, and
provide a source of
instream woody debris and
nutrients for aquatic
insects .

Sedg s, rushes and
bulrushes are planted in
depressional areas to
enhance wetland and off
channel habitat and provide
additional nesting, foraging ,
and cover habitat for a
variety of waterfowl . upland
birds, and terrestria l
mammals .
Willow and red-osier dogwooddominated riparian communities are
planted along outside of bends to
stabiliZe stream banks , create shade
and cover for fish, and provide a source
of nutrients for aquatic insects and
instream woody debris .

~ ----

Alder-dominated riparian
communities are planted along
straight reaches to stabilize
-:stream banks, create shade
and cover for fish, and provide
a source of nutrients for
aquatic insects and instream
woody debris .

Wildlife exdosures are planted with native riparian species
to aid the study of ungulate browsing impacts on plant
survival and growth rates. The exclosures are also
designed to establish islands of dense. woody vegetation
that will serve as a seed source for Mure natural
recruitment.

Figure 5.1. Locations and expected functions of native riparian plant communities in Phases I and II of the
Lower Red River Meadow Restoration Project (adapted from RME, 1997).
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In general , planting locations are selected
according to the hydrolog ic requirements and
big game palatabi lity of a particular species .
For examp le, spec ies requiring the highest
amount of soil moisture , such as Drummond
willow and sandbar willow , are placed closest
to the water's edge. Drummond willow and
red-osier dogwood , highly palatable to big
game animals , are planted into the outside cut
banks where access is difficult. Less palatab le
species , such as thinleaf alder , are used in the
more game-accessible straight reaches .
Pacific and Geyer willow poles , ranging 5 to 10
feet (1.5 to 3 meters) in length , are placed
within 20 feet (6.1 meters) of the water's edge
on top of the bank or terraces . The terraces of
outside bends are planted with a higher density
plantinq [approximately 6 to 10 feet (1 .8 to 3
meters ) on center] compared to straight
reaches or inside bends . A tree planting auger
is used to drill 4 inch (10 cm) diameter holes as
deep as possible to ensure the cuttings reach
the mid-summer water table . An augerresistant layer of river rock/gravel occurs at
vary ing depths throughout the meadow. Holes
drilled less than 32 inches (81 cm) deep , due to
this impenetrable gravel laye r, are abandoned
and refilled . A single pole is placed in each
hole and, if possible , pressed further into the
ground . The holes are then backfilled with

planted in point bar areas to facilitate long-term
sediment deposit ion and subsequent decrease
in channel width .
Thinleaf alder seedl ings are planted along
straight reaches and red-osier dogwood are
interspersed amongst the Drummond willow
along the outside bend cut banks .
Serviceberry seedlings are planted on the top
of banks or terraces . Woody seedlings are
planted using an auger with a 1.5-inch (3.8-cm)
diameter earth bit or hand dibb le. The seedling
is placed into the hole and then backfilled ,
using care not to create airspace along the
seedling plug and soil interface .
H ERBACEOUS PLANT SPECIES. Seeds from
dagge r-leaf rush , Coville's rush, Colorado rush ,
small -fruited bulrush , small-winqed sedqe_lens
sedge , and beaked sedge are collected on the
project site in August and September.
Seedl ings are grown in a commercial
greenhouse in 10 cubic inch (164 cubic cm)
containers the following spring and early
summer and delivered to the meadow for
planting in August and September.
Herbaceous plants are also placed according
to their specific hydrologic and other known
habitat requireme nts . Dagger-leaf rush,
Coville's rush , and small-fru ited bulrush are

exist ing soil to achieve good soil to stem

pla nted at or near the water's edge (Figu re

contact.

5.4 ). Colorado rush and sma ll-winged sedge
are planted in dryer sites on top of the banks or
terraces . Lens and beaked sedge are planted
into the slumped areas of cut banks (Figure
5.3) and i off -channel water- holding
depressions .

Drummond and sandbar willow poles, ranging
from 4 to 8 feet (1.2 to 2.4 meters) in length ,
are placed at or near the water's edge .
Depend ing on soil conditions , both Drummond
and sandbar willow can either be inserted by
hand or placed in a drilled hole . Drummond
willow poles are pushed into the soil to reach
the mid-summer water table , usually at a 45degree angle to the vert ical bark along outs ide
bends (Figure 5.3). Drummond willow poles
are planted in htgh dens 1t1es, onen exceeding 1
foot (30 cm) on cente r, to accelerate the
development of stable streambanks , shade and
cover , and reduced water temperatures .
Sandbar willow poles are pushed into the soil
at or below the waterline on the inside bend
point bars . In areas where soil conditions
preclude hand placement , a hole is drilled to a
2-foot (61-cm ) depth , the pole cutting is placed ,
and the hole is then backfilled to achieve good
soi l-to-stem contact . Sandbar willow poles are

The majority of seedlings are planted with a
1.5-inch (3.8-cm ) diameter , gas-powered
auger/dri ll; a small percentage is planted with a
hand dibble. The herbaceo us seedlings are
planted in varying dens ities . The des ign
spec1t1catJonsset the spac ing ot herbaceous
seedlings on approximately 4-foot ( 1.2-meter )
centers , interspersed amo ngst the woody
shrub species. In areas disturbed by
construction and more susceptible to eros ional
forces , such as exposed vertical banks ,
herbaceous plant densit ies are increased .
GRASS SEEDING. An erosion control seed
mix is sown in newly exposed soil disturbed by
construct ion activit ies such as reinforced
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Figure 5.3 Typical planting detai ls for placing dormant willow pole cuttings . Holes are drilled vertically
or at a 45-degree angle Into tne streamt>ank to a deptn Delow tne midsummer water taDle IA). Geyer and
Pacific willow poles are planted on top of bank ; Drummond willow poles are planted at an angle into the
vertical outside bank , and herbaceous

wetland plants are placed into soi l slump areas (B) (adapted from

RME, 1997).

Figure 5.4. Native . water-loving small-fruited bulrush are planted into exposed soi l of an
outside bend in Phase I, RRWMA, Lower Red River Meadow Restoration Project.
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banks , former channe l areas , and access
roads . Prior to seeding , a finish-sized 04

erosio n contro l seed mixture . A generalpurpose fertilizer (16-16-16 ) is applied with a

lJulkluLe1 pet ru1111:;Lile li11al y1i::1<.li
11
y i11

l1i::111<.l
:;µ1ei::1<.le
1 uve1 <111
pli::111le<.l
i::lled:s.

construction areas and obfiteration of
temporary access roads . A four or six-wheeled
A TV with harrow attachment follows the fina l
grading to prepare a smooth seed bed . Using
a spreader mounted on the ATV , the erosion
control seed mix is broadcast over the
disturbed areas . The seed mixture is

IRR I GA Tl o N . Due to low rainfall, typical during
the sunmer months in the lower meadow,
irrigation is suppl ied with ove·mead sprink lers
until grass and forb seedlings are well
established[> 2 inches (5 cm) tall]. Irrigation
usually continues through the first week of

l:0111µ1
i:;e<.l ur Liie rulluwi11y :;ix :;pel:ie:; i::111<.l

OclulJe1, l11e1ei::1He1
, fi::1ll1i::1i11:;
i::111<.l
cuule1

perce tages :

temperatures preva il. Irrigation is necessary
only during the first growing season ,
immed iately after planting , to ensure sufficient
growth prior to fall dormancy and adequate
erosion control for the following spring runoff .
Plants utilize the natura l supply of soil moisture
during subseQ.Jent growing seasons .

•
•
•
•

•
•

30%

Sheep fescue
(Festuca ovina)
Bromar mounta in brome
(Bromus carinarus)
Sherman big bluegrass
(Poa sandbergi i)
Canada Bluegrass
(Poa compressa )
White dutch clover
(Trifo/ium repens)
The above !j species are mixed
w rth ReGreen n,.

30%
15%

EXCLOSURES . Deer (Odocoileus
spp.) and elk (Cervus elaphus) inhabit the
Lower Red River Meadow and adjacent
forested lands and can cause significant
r.l;im;ig~ to frP.c;hwor.ciy ;inci hP.rhr1r.P.011s
plantings . In an effort to limit and monitor
ungula te browsing and to quickly establ ish onsite seed sou rces , the revegetation plan
includes the construction of 20 wi ldlife
exclosures in Phases I - IV on the RRWMA
(Figure 5 .5) . Each 16' x 16 x 8' (4.9 m x 4 .9 m
x 2.5 m) exclosure cons ists of eigl"t 6" x 6" x
12' (15 cm x 15 cm ,c 3.7 mi treated timbers
placed 3 feet (0.91 meter) in the ground and
eight stock panels stapled to the timbers .
Cro ss cab les and 2" x 6" x 16' (5 cm x 15 cm x
4.9 m) top boards are used to strengthen each
structure . Exclosures are set with each side
WILDLIFE

15%
10%

*ReGrem,...is a sterile wheatgrmslwheathybrid that
establishesquickly.pro\Jtdingjir;t year erosion control.
and then dies 0111, allov,•i~g the nativespecies to establish.
The planted seed is subjected to a second
harrowing to ensure good cont act with tl"e soil
surface . A coconut fiber (coir) eros ion control
fabr ic is placed and stapled to the leading 50of the rP.inforr.P.cih ;mk
foot (1S-mP.tP.r)P.ci{JF'
areas (u pstream ends of former channe l).
These areas are then re-seeded with the
~
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Figure 5.5 Wildlife exclosure details , cross-section view, for construction in Phases I - IV on the RRWMA,
Lower Red River Meadow Restoration Project (adapted from RME, 1997).
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facing one compass bearing of cardinal
direction and the bottom panel on the sout h-

kilograms ) of five nat ive grass and one
naturalized forb species and 600 pounds (272

far:ing siciP. is fixeci to cimp clown for ;ir:r:ess

kilograms) of ReGreen ™ was sown . Planted

Each exclosu re is planted with a representative
sample of woody seedlings and/or pole cuttings
being planted in the project area (Figure 5.6).

areas were suppl ied with a total of 2,570
pounds (1, 166 kilograms) of fe rtilize r. Coir
fiber erosion control matting was installed on
the four reinforced banks and eight wildlife
exclosures were constructed .

5 . 3 REV EGETATION
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

AND CHALLENGES

Although a majority of the plants outs ide the
exclosures appeared to be thriv ing well shortly
after planting , elk damaged approximately 50
of the Pacific and Geyer willow poles by
strippinq the bark. The damaqe occurred
primarily to willows planted on the top of the
banks of outside bends on the west side of the
river. However , nearly all of the damaged
plants showed ne.v shoots growing at or near

During 1996 and 1997 field seasons , 31 ,500
woody and herbaceous riparian plants were
r,l;inteci in ;i ?0-foot (n metP.r) rip;iri;in h11ffP.
r

along the stream reaches of Phases I and II on
the RRWMA (Table 5.2) . An erosion control
seed mix consisting of 1,400 pounds (635
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Figure 5.6 Wildlife exclosure layout. Twenty exclosures are planned for Phases l·IV on the RRWMA to
document browsing impacts on newly planted vegetation and to establish islands of dense, woody
vegetation that will serve as seed sources tor future natural recruitment {adapted from RME, 1997).
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ground level later in the growing season . A
small number (< 25 ) of Drummond willow were
damaged by beaver after initia l planti ng.
During the 1997 field season , weather
conditions changed dramatically after July 4th
from cool and wet to hot [90° F (32°C)] and dry.
With.ii) .a y.eek, the majority of the thinleaf alder ,
dagger-leaf rush, and small-win~ed sedge that
had been planted prior to July 4 displayed leaf
browning . With irrigation , however , nearly all
alder seedlings had grown new leaves within
two weeks and the herbaceous plants had
acquired extensive new growth prior to the first
frost.

5. 4

erosion rates and providing shade , cover , and
nutrient sources for aquatic organisms and fish.
A dense and diverse riparian community will
enha nce wildlife habitat by providing food ,
cover , and nesting habitat for waterfowl , birds ,
and terrestrial mammals and will help lower
stream temperatures as overhanging
vegetation and stable undercut banks develop .
The project 's long-term monitoring program will
document the evolution of the expected tar get
plant communities and the enhan ced fish and
wildlife habitat. First year planting success of
woody and herbaceous vegetation in Phase I,
evaluated from 1997 monitoring data , is
discussed in Chapter 6.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

In the long-term, streambank vegetation will
become the natural stabilizing force , reduc ing

Table 5.2. Numbers and species of seedlings and cuttings planted in Phases I and II on the RRWMA,
Lower Red River Meadow Restoration Project , October 1997.

Common (Scientific) Name
Pole Cuttings
Sandbar willow (Salix exigua)
Drummond's willow (Salix drummondiana)
Geyer willow (Salix geyeriana)
Pacific willow (Salix /asiandra)
Red-osier dogwood (Comus stolonifera)
Subtotal
Herbaceous Seedlings
Dagger-leaf rush (Juncus ensifolius)
Coville's rush (Juncus coville1)
Colorado rush (Juncus confusus)
Small-fruited bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus)
Small-winged sedge (Carex microptera)
Lens sedge (Carex /enticularis)
Beaked sedge (Carex rostrata)
Subtotal
Woody Seedlings
Thinleaf alder (A/nus incana)
Red-os ier dogwood (Comus stolonifera)
Serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifo/ia)
Subtotal

1996
Phase I

1997
Phase II

TOTAL

545
3,000
750
525
144
4,964

750

545
3,355
1,145
525
144
5,714

1,601
1,600
300
920
3,286
1,743
1,200
10 650

1,627
1,087
791
1,325
2,510
1,797
1,550
10 687

3,228
2,687
1 091
2 ,245
5,796
3,540
2,750
2 1 337

1,950
1 000
200
3,150

1,294

3,244
1000
200
4 444

-

355
395
-

-

1 294

TOTAL

31 ,495
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Ecological Site Description
Jig __
Spccio5/comp_ Data Needed
Formatted 213105
Updated _2120/06

Site Type: Rangeland

Site Name: MP.Hc10W

I lt-CA 1H/C:ANI-:..'

Site ID : RO12XY0381D

Major Land Resource Area: 013X

Physiographic

Features

This site generally occurs on gently sloping to nearly level stream
valleys, high mountain valleys on flood plains with slopes of O to 4
peroonl It also occurs around localized seeps and springs _ This
site is frequently crossed by old stream coLrses, oxbows and
potholes _ The surface is generally no flat, but slightly undulating
with smAII <1P.prP.ssionsanc1hi[Jh spots FIP.vntion rnngP.s hP.IWP.P.n
4000-8000 feet (4480-8960 metersL

Landforn1:

Flood plain :
Elevation (feet) :
Slope (percent):
Water Table Depth (Inches):

Flooding:
Frequency :
Duration :
Ponding:
Depth (inches):
Frequency:
Duration :

Aspect:

All

Minimum

Maximum

4UUU

8UUU

0
0

4
20-40

occasiona l
ver/ brief

brief

2
occasiona
VP.r'-JhriAf

tiriP.f

Runoff Class:
•* Pondioi:i occurs in small depress ional areas within the site_

Climatic Features
Aveti::l\.ltlcuiui::il p1ei;iµilalio11vc:11ie~
g1ecilly LlepemJir1gu11l11eelevc1liur1i::IIILIul11e1fc1t:lu1!>_
Su 1I
mrnsture is influenced more by run-on, seepage and water table than from prec ipitation _ Seasonal
fluctua tions in so il moisture or depth to water table seldom become critical to plant grmvth _
Tcdmi.(<11GL1ik
Sec1ion IlE

USDA NR.CS
ReY
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Plant growth usually begins as soon as ice, snow and floodwaters recede . This may occur any time
after mid-ApriL Heavy frosts may occur until June and at higher elevations may come throughout the
summer . Summer temperatures are usually cool and winters cold with heavy snowfall . Plant growth
continues , in most years , until September 1 to October 1, depending on killing frosts . Optimum
growth is from May 15 to August 15.
Minimum
Frost-free period (days):
Freeze-free peri,od (days):
Mean Annual Precipitation (inches) ,:
Average Monthly Precipitation

Maximum

(i nches) and Temperature (°F) :

Precip. Max.

Precip. Min.

Temp . Max.

Temp . Min.

January
February
March
Anril
May
June
Julv
Auoust
September
October
November
December
Climate Stations
Location or Name

Station ID

Period
From

To

For local climate stations that may be more rnpresentative , refer to http :ltwww .wcc .nrcs .usda .gov.

Influencing

Water Features

Meadow site is influenced by additional water from either adjacent streams through seasonal flooding ,
water table . seeps or springs or from run-on from adjacent sites . The site may include t~e following
wetlands and stream types.
Wetland Description:

System
Palustrine
Palustrine

Subsystem

NA

Class
Aquatic'?
Scrub-Shrub

Brd .-leav.

River i ne

intermittent

Stream bed

vegetated

NA

Sub.class

Deci.
Stream Type: ??

Representative Soil Features
Soils on this site are mainly clays, clay loams , or silty clay loams over 20 inches (50 cm .), moderately
deep 1o deep , alluvial in origin and may be somewhat stony or grave lly_ The soils range from slightly
T ed11l!cal Guide
Section IlE

l

US DANR CS
Rey_

111

M l. I<,\ · KHX

IWBX\111-'1'11)

alkalile to slightly acid in pH. Available wate r capacity is moderate to hign and 1s supplemented by
uµwc:J1llGc:1µ
ilh:11y111uve1111::ml
ho111l11e!:if1c:1llow
V\'i:lle1li::ll>
lt:LTI1~ ef!t:lGlive 1oolir1y <.Jeµlhi~ lirnile<.JI.JyLiie
water table .
Erosion hazard is slight, however , the peaty and high organic soils end to hummock severely from
trampl ing . These soil:; arc susceptib le to gully formation which intercepts normal overflow pattern::;
and results in site degradation . The soils are somewhat poorly drained and have a water table at or
near the surtace at the beg 1nnmg ot the growi~ season ard down o 10-40 mchec; at the end at the
growing SP.f!<;on Floo<1ingor.curs ocr.asionally during snowmP.lt finc1just AttP.rsnmvrnP.lt Pon<1in9r.an
occur in small depressional areas during this time period . The plant community is dependent on near
saturated soils durinq a major pa1ion of the qrowinq season . The water table is influenced by
seasonal flood inq, stream flows , seeps or sprinqs or from run-on from adjacent sites. Soil
characterist ics , flooding and water tab le can vary across the complex of meadow sites .

Soi l Series Correlated to t his Ecological Site No data

Parent Material Kind :
Parent Material Origin:
Surface Teicture:

Surface Texture Modifier:
Subsurface Texture Group: Surface Fragments
Surface Fragments > 3" (%Cover) :

::s3" (%

Cover):

Subsurface Fragments :S 3'' (% Volume):
Subsurface Fragments> 3" (% Volume) :
Minimum

Max imum

Drainage Class:
Permeability Class:
Depth (inches):
Electrical Conductivity (mmhos lcmr:
Sodium Absorption Ratio • :
Soi l Reaction (1 :1 Water)':
Soi l Reaction (0.1M CaCl2)*:
Available Water Capac ity (inches)•:
Calcium Carbonate Equivalent (percent) " :

•

- These attributes represent from 0-40 inches or to the first restrictive layer

Plant Communities
Ecological Dynamics of the Site:
The dominan t visual aspec t of this site is grass and sedges with scattered forbs and shrubs . The
dominant plant community has tufted hairgrass , Nebrasko sedge and other Carex species as major
components . The site usually occurs within a complex of wetland sites . The soil surface of tt,e site is
typically slightly undulating causing small depressions and high spots with variable soil mois ture
charactenst1cs . I he plant commurntJes tound a, these areac; are sites within the complex . I he
nominant sperJP.sin thP.Sflinr.ltK1P.c1
plant cunmunities fim as follows ·
·1. Shallow to depressions with the water table at or near the surface for the enti"e growing
~~11 c:11e
t;U--0011iuatooIJy CcJ1ex::;µµ_ c:111tl
Ju11u:;:;pµ_Tlle~e cJI~ W~l Mec:1lluw~illis .

1echnical uuide
Sc::c l:ou IIE

USVA J'\KCS

3

Rn .

112

MLRA : tlUX
.K013XY038W
2. Deeµe1 deµessioris with wale1 sli~flllv <ilJovethe su 1ri:jce 111c:1ylti:ive c<illcJils, lJuhu!:;11
i::lllU
Carex spp . This is the Marsh site .
3. Slightly higher arca5 that arc drier during the growing 5cason may have Ncv::ida bluegrass,
meadow barley , stre.ambank wheatgrass , basin wildrye and some rushes. This is usually

ltle Dry Meadowsite.
Composition by weight is 80-00 percent grasses and grass-like, 5-15 percent forbs and 0-10 pe rcent
shrubs . The depression plant communities may have sedges and rushes species mak ing up nearly
100 percert of the community and are inclusions .
In the last few thousand years , this site ha.s evolved in an arid climate characterized by dr/ summers
and co 'd, wet wi ters . The site has evolved on deep alluvial soils that are saturated o the surface in
the beginning of the growilg season to about 20 - lfO inches at the end of the growing season .
HP.rhivory has h1stonratly or.c11rrP.<1
on th is s1tP.:,t low IP.VP.ls
ot 11t11m:1t1onHP.rh1vorns 1nr.l11rtP.

i:x-ongh'.>m
antelq:,e, mule deer. moose and Rocky Mountainelk.
Firo ha5 had little influe nce on the development of the site. Raro wildfir05 can occur following
consecutive drought years.

Tl1e w111Jiliu11s
fu1 Liie µli:jlll i;urm r1u11ilyor this sile 1:11e
hiyhly v1:11ial.Jle
t..luelo a wide VcJIic:Jliunur suit::;,
flooding frequency and duration, water table fluctuations , air and soil temperatures and ccrnpeti tion
between planb that arc m05 fy rhizomntous . Thex conditions can vary with in the site at a given
location . At any one point within the site, one species can occupy nearly 100 percent of a small area.

Another point nearby, may have another species fully occupying that area. Due to tnese situations.
Lia: µlcml co111111u11ily
ir1lhis ESD is w1ilter1I.Jrua<.lly.
The soils 1Mthin any complex of meadow sites are high ,y variable . Factors that affect the
de temination of he site include depth to water table at end of growing seaso , micro-topography and

drainage class. Depth to vVatertable and micro-topographyare measurable eatures. Determination
ur t..11
cJini:lyedas!:; 1equi1es Liie use uf soil inlet p1~lcJliunlal!les_ Oll1t:11i11le1µ1
t;live fadms lhal 111c1y
be
used for site determination are ponding frequency , depth and dura.ion and flooding frequency , timing
and duration .

Micro-topographyis a feature that has a dramatic effect on depth to water table and the resulting plant
communities . A few inches of chanj:Je in 5urface e 'evation chanqes species composition and/ or
production . Slightly undulating topography is common in meadow comp lexes , therefore , more than
on9 site should be expected .

An infinite number of combinaions of factors that influencethe ecology of potential plant canmunities
exist . For practical purpo5es. four plant communities where tie depth to the water table drives the
vegetative composition have been described . They are :
Ury meadow

Water tab le at >4U" at end ot grO\Nmgseason

Meadow

Wa1er table at 20-40 " at end of growing season

Wet meadow
Marsh

Wa ter table at 10-20" at end of growing season
Wa 1er at surface to <1 at end of growing season

o·

Most WP.t1Rnc1
.spec.iP.sMVP. :, wirtP. rnngA of tolP.rnnc.P.for v;irii:itions in soil moi.stmP. Mos t spec.iP.s

occur in more than one site, althoU<tlmost are dom.inant on just one site.
The following table shows the ampli tude of wetland species that occur on the four si es.

Ti-rh11
in l C,111
0;Scll iuu ill
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Ecological Amplitude of Meadow/Marsh Plants.

G rass an dG rass-1rke s,oec1es
Ory Meadow
Scientific name
Leymus cinereus
Oanthonia caliform ica
Carex filifolia
Pascopyron smithii
Poa secunda
Juncus dudleyi
Muhlenberaia richardson is
Hordeum brachvantherum
Phleum alpinum
Juncus balticus
Juncus torrei
A lopecurus aequalis
Carex athrostachya
Calamagrostis canadensis
Deschamps ia caespitosa
Carex nebrascensis
Glyceria striata
Carex lasiocarpa
Carex utriculata
Carex aauatilis
Eleocharis oalustris
Carex rostrata
Carex hoodii
Carex exsiecata
Scirpus microcarpus
Juncus effusus
Beckmannia syziQachne
Typha latifolia
Schoenoolectus acutus
Schoenoolectus ounaens
Soaraanium erectum
Schoenoolectus tabemaemontan i
Forb Species
Scienfific name
Amica fulgens
Pyrrocoma lanceolata
Arenaria conaesta
Artemisia ludoviciana
Achillea millefolium
Wvethia amolexicaulis
Pvrrocoma uniflora
Ranunculus spp .
Trifolium spp.
Technical Guide
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Polentilla oracilis

Senec io integerrim us
Aster SDD .
Scientific name
Cirsium scariosum
Symphyotrichum ascendens
Iris missouriensis
Senecio serra
Helianlhus nuttallii
Camassia auamash
Epilobium ciliatum
Mantia chamosso i
Plantaao maior
Alisma triviale
Cicuta doualassii
Aroentina, anserina
Veronica anaoall is-aq uatica
Symphyotrichum frondosum
Polygonum bistortoides
Triglochin maritim um
Polvaonum amphibium
Symphyotrichum foliaceum
Potamoaeton natans
Lemna minor

Orv Meadow

Meadow

Wet Meadow

Marsh

The plant species composition of Phase A is listed later under "HCPC Plant Species Composit ion".
The Historic Climax Plant Community (HCPC) moves through many phases depending on the natural
and man-made forces that impact the community over time. State 1, described later, indicates some
of these phases . The HCPC is Phase A. This plant community is dominated by tufted hairgrass and
Nebraska sedge _There are a wide variety of grasses and grass-like species and forbs that may occur
in minor amounts . Some of these species may be dominant in small areas due to soil and water
variations as stated above. Willows and shrubby cinquefoil can occur in small amounts . The plant
spec.ies composition of Phase A is listed later under "HCPC Plant Species Composition~
The total annual production is 3600 pounds per acre (4032 kilograms per hectare) in a normal year
Production in a favorable year is 4500 pounds per acre (5040 kilograms per hectare) . Production in
an unfavorable year is 2500 pounds per acre (2800 kilograms per hectare) . Structurally , cool season
deep-rooted perennial girasses and sedges are very dominant, followed by perennial forbs being more
dominant than shrubs .
Rangeland Health Indicators .

Rills: do not occur on this site.

Water flow patterns: Water flows over and through the plant community . Rarely are flows detrimental
to the plants . The plants have adapted or evolved witlnthis occurrence .
Pedestals : do not occur on this site_ Some plants may be hummocked due to trampling damage.
Terracettes do not occur .
Te chnical Guide
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Bare ground:
percenl

ROIJXY038ID
data is not available . On sites in mid-seral status bare groll1d may range from 2-10

Number of gullies and erosion associated

with gullies:

None .

Wind scour · hlowoutc; An<1<1P.[)Oc;1t1om11
i:irnac; r!o not or.r.11r
Litter movement: Fine litter in the interspaces may move Ofeet or more due o seasona l floodin\1.
Litter accumulates on the surface . There is little or no coarse litter developed on the site , and it will be
removed from the site fo llowing seasonal flooding.
Soil surface stability:
Soil surface structure
Stnict11rn rnngec;

va lues shou ld range from 3 to 5 but needs to be tasted .
and SOM content
I hA A or A1 hon7m 1c;typ1r.alty
nr.hec; th1r.k
Soil nrgflnir. mAnP.f (SOM) nP.P.<1c;
to he <lP.tArrnine<I

Effect of plant community on infiltration : Deep rooted perennial Qrasses and sedQes slow run-off
and increase infiltration. The total vegetation cover st-ou ld be >GOpercent to optim ize infiltration. The
plant oommunity does not depend on water infi ltrat ion alone , but on the water tab le . The water table
oontrols rooting depth.
Compaction layer: is not present. Compaction layers can develop under stock tra ils made by
livestock go ing to Anr1fmm w;,ter or from long- term mpP.ti1iveheavy grA7ing
Functional/
shrubs .

structural

groups : Deep 1uuled

ru,

e1e1ulicl yrns:;es 011ll seuyes :.,:.,pe1e1111ii::JI1.Js
:.,

Plant mortality/ decadence: Normal mortality of grass and grass- like is slow and occurs as aging
plantz . Th is will go unnoticed due to regeneration from roo's, seeds or other new plants filling the
spaces .
h1it is expP.rtP.<Ito he 4:'i---fl perr.P.ntto fl r1P.pthof
Litter cover · A<lc1itionl'lllirter r.ovF.rrnta ic; nP.P.<lf!C1
0.5-1 .5 inches . Litter accumulates on tne soil surface .
Expected annua l product ion : is 3600 pounds per acre (4032 Kg/ha) in a year with normal
precipita tion and temperatures . Perennial grasses and sedges produce 00-90 percent of the total
production , forbs 5 15 percent and shrubs O 10 percen t
Invasive andfor noxious species: include white op, Leafy spurge , Dock , Canad ian th istle , reed
canarygrass , toxta11barley, perennial pepperweed and teasel . other 1nvas1vespecies may include
meadow foxtail . redtop and Kentucky bluegrass .
Perennial plants : 1n all flllc 'ional g-oups have the potent ial to reproduce il most years. Many of the
plants reproduce vegetatively .
Function

:

This site is suitable for big game and livestock grazing in the late spring, summer and fall . We soils
can limit graz ing opportlllit ies , particularly early in the year
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This site can be used for hiking, access to fishin g, hunting, viewing wildlife and plants, and horseback
rid ing . The wet soils can limit access . Motorized vehicles can be vary datrimantal to tha site
especially when soils are saturated o the surface.
Due lu lhe deeJJsoi~ . [et lilily , i, 1l 1e1enl hi!.lll JJIUlluclivily uf Ute ~le, J)lanls wiU11liiLu111e
s i::ir1ll I elc:tlively
flat slopes, it is fairly resis ant to disturbances that can poten tially degrade the s ite . S" e degradation
is usually the result of lowering of Iha water tabla . This can occur w ith down cutting of adjacent
stream channels or significant run-off follov.ring prolonged drought. This can result from on-si e

impropergrazingor off-site conditionsin the upper watershed. Once adjacentstreamsdown-cut.
(;U11ce11l1<iled
now::;luWB1lite wale, l<ilJle.

Impacts on the Plant Community:

Influenceof fire:
This site usually docs not bum from wildfire . If a fire occurs , it usually docs not affect the plant
community adversely . Most plants includng shrubs sprout back after sufficient moisture and the next
growing SP.as()n
Influence of inproper grazing management
Season-long grazing can

oevery detrimental

to this site . E)(cessive utilization is also detnmental.

The grasses in the plant communitywill declile in mestand and sedges, rus es and fort>swill

im;1ea:se.Curtlinueu i111µrope1
yrc:1Li11y
111c:1
riaye111e11l
will 1esull i11a sl<i11duf fur!Js tm<.IKertlut.:ky
bjuegrass wi h sedges and rushes . The reduced abi lity of the community to withstand seasonal
flooding is reduced and down cutting of adjacent streams can result or initiation of headcuts can
occur. This down cutting will lower the water table and thus redu ce the potential of the site

Good 9razin9 manaqement that addresses frequency , duration , and intensity of Qrazin9 can maintain
the integrity of the p lant commun ity and the water tab le on which it is dependent.
Weather influences :
Because of the deep soils, the influence of the water table , seasonal floodinQ and run-o . the
production of this site changes little during wet or cry precipita tion years . The plant overall production
can be influenced adversely with prolonged drought. Overall plant compos ition is normally not
effected when perennials have good vigor.
Oelow normal tempera lures in the spring can have an adverse impact on total produc tion regardless
of the precipitat ion . A herd, early freeze can kill some plants occssionally .
lnserls

an<l diseasP. oi tthrP.aks ·

Periodic disease and insect outbreaks can affect health of vegetation Mormon cricket and
grasshopper outbreaks occu r periodically . Outbr03ks seldom cause plant mortolity since dofo liotion
of the plant occurs only once during the year of the outoreak . An outbreak of a particular insect is
us 1ially infhtP.ncP.fl hy WP.i:tlhP.rh1IT no sper.ifir. dflta for this s · P.is awiilablP.
Influence of noxious and invasive weeds :
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Annual and perennia l weeds can compete with desirable plants for moisture and nutrients . The result
is reduced production and change in composit ion of the plant community _ The plants on this site are
very good competitors to potential weeds .

Influence

of wildlife

This site is important for many species of mammals for food and life cyc les. The site is primarily used
in the late spring , summer , and fall by big game_Many birds use the site for food, nesting or brood
raising in the late spring , summer , and fall . Sage grouse use the site for brood rearing and forage .
Total numbers are seldom high enough to adversely affect the plant community .
Watershed :
The largest threat to degradation of this site is the lowering of the water table _Off-site conditions can
affect the gradient of adjacent stream channels that can affect the water table . If the perennial grass
and sedge cover is depleted , down cutting can be accelerated within the site. High run-off events
from the adjacent uplands can severely damage or change the normal stream channel on the site.
, productive potential is lost. Eventually the water table is below the
As the water table is lo\t'o'ered
reach of the roots of the adapted perennial grasses and grass-like sedges and rushes . These are
ultimately replaced by perennial forbs and shallow rooted grasses _ Extreme down cutting and
lowering of the water table can move the site across the threshold to a new, less productive site.
Severe down-cutting can result in a plant community that resembles an upland site_

Plant Community and Sequence:
Transition pathways between common vegetation states and phases :
State 1.
Phase A to 8- Develops with improper grazing management
Phase B to A_ Resutts from prescribed grazing
State 1 to 2. Develops through permanently lowering the late growing season water table to 40 to 60
inches. This can occur with continued improper gmzing management. It may also occur with proper
grazing on the site, but channel erosion may continue if poor off-site conditions cause frequent and/or
seveire flooding _
State 2 to unknown site . Results from permanently losing the water table in the soil profile through
down cutting of the stream channe l. The site retrogresses to a new site with reduced potential due to
significant loss of available soil moisture from the lowered water table_ It occurs with continued
improper grazing management or repeated significant run-off events _

Practice Limitations:
There are moderate to severe seeding limitations on this site due to difficu lty in preparing adequate
seedbed_ Elimination of ex.isling vegetation prior to planting is difficult in wet seasons and high water
table periods . Grade stabilization structures may be needed to prevent further down-cutting of the
channel . Other options for rehabi litation may include applicat ion of fertilizer, prescribed grazing and
T echuic al Guid~
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off-site livestock water development. Fencing of the site for better livestock control might be
considered .

Plant Community Narrative:
State 1, Plant Community A. Historic climax plant commun ity. The HCPC has tufted hairgrass and
Nebraska sedge as co-dominant in the herbaceous layer . There are a wide variety of grasses and
grass-like species and forbs that may occur in minor amounts. Some of these species may be
dominant in small areas due to soil and water variations as stated above . Willows and shrubby
cinquefoil can occur in small amounts .
State 1, Plant Commun ity B. This plant commun ity is dominated by Nebraska sedge and other sedges
and Baltic rush . Forbs have increased in the community and Kentucky bluegrass may have invaded .
This phase has deve loped due to imprope r grazing management. The water table has not been
lowered from that of Phase A.
State 2. This plant community is dominated by Nebraska sedge and other sedges and Baltic rush but
the overa ll production potential of the site is much lower than State 1. There is an increase in forbs
and grasses that require less soil moisture . Kentucky bluegrass . redtop bentgrass and meadow
foxtail may have invaded the community . This state deve loped due to continued improper grazing
management and a permanent lowering of the water table from 20-40 inches to 40--60 inches below
the surface . This state can be similar to Dry Meadow in early seral state . The site has crossed the
thresho ld . This state cannot be returned to State 1 without raising the water table. This might be
done using structures or bio-engineering over time , but the plant community may take many years to
approach the plant community in State 1.
Unknown new site : This plant community has gone over the thresho ld to a new site. Site potential
has been reduced . Significant loss of available soil moisture has occurred due to the loss of a water
table. Some soil loss from the surface has occurred . This state has developed due to continued
improper grazing management and lowering or loss of a water tab le. The new site may be similar to
upland sites such as Loamy Bottom othe r loamy sites in early seral state.
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State and t rans ition mode l diagram :
The Historic Climax Plant Community (HCPC) moves t!Yough many phases depending on the natura l
ancJman-made forces that impact the community over ·ime The HCPC is Phase A . The plant
species composition of Phase A is listed later under "HCPC Plant Species Compositio n»

STAT E 1. PlantcommuntyPhases

IGM
A . HCPC
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IGIIA
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HCPC Plant Spec ies Compos iti on:
Comm o n/ Group N3me

I Pl:mt

Grasses end Grass-likes
Tufted airgrass
Nt::lm::1skc:1
::;edyi::

l:lalt1c rush

Forbs

I Gro u p

% Com p

lbs.lacre

DECA18
CAN E2
CMT3
JUl:IA
HOBR2
CACA-1
GLST

10-20
5-25
0-5

375-675
375-675
0- 113

U-1U

0-220

0-S
0 2
0-5

rllAL2

5-10

ALAE
JUTO
Pl.:int Symbol

0-2
0--5
% Comp

0- 113
0 '15
0- 113
100-337
0-45
0- 1 13
lbs. l~cre

Symb o l

I Group

TRI FO
POGR9
Sc:IN2
AS Trn
CISC2
EPCI
RACY

0-2
0-2

0-~

H ... Nll

I

Shrubs

Annual Production

lbs .lAcre

Grasse s & Grass -L ik es
Forbs
Shrub s
Tota l

MOCH
PLMA2
IRMI
SYAS3
CAQU2
ALTR7
SESE2
RUCR
Plant Symbol

I Gro u p

SA IX
DAFL3
Luw

RV

2125
250

2975
350
17:1
3500

l?!i
2500

0-2
0-1
0--1
0-2
ll-:J
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0- 1
0-2
0- 2
0 2
% Comp
0-5
0--5
Hiyl1

0-45
0-45
0-4!:>
0-45
0-23
0-23
0-45
ll-4~
0-45
0-4!i
0-45
0-45
0-45
0-45
0-45
0 '15
lbs .Jacr@
0- 113
0- 113

3825
450

??!'i
4500

Growth Curve:
Gro...th curve number : 10081-1
Gro...th curve name : Meadow
Gro...tn curve description: State I , HCPC
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Growth curve number: I00815
Growth curve name: Dry MEADOW early to mid seral.
Growth curve desclfiption State 2
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Ground Cover and Structure:
Ground cover by vegetation and litter is 90-95 percent.

Soil Surface Cover.
Plant Basal Cover:
Microbiotic cmsts
Utter:
Surtace Fragments:
Bare Ground:
Other:

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

Ground Cover (Vertical view)·
Plant Canopy Cover (species or groups) :
Microbiotic Crusts:
Litter.
Surface Fragments:
Bare Ground :

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

Structure of Canopy CoverHerbaceous: no data
no data
Shrub:
Tree:
none

Ecological

Height 1-2 ft.
Height: 2 ft_

Site Interpretations:

Animal Community:
Wild l ife llnterpretatio ns:
This site is poor to fair habitat for open land wildlife. fair habitat for woodland wildlife , fair to good
habitat for wetland wild life_ It is good habitat for waterfowl, shorebirds, muskrat and beaver whenever
it is adjacent to stream and ponds_ It provides some food for moose, elk, deer , some upland game

birds and song'birrds, and provides brood rearing areas for sagegrouse.
Technic.al Guide
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Grazing Interpretations:
Th is site is best suited for livestock grazing in the late spring, summer and fa ll. Wei soils can limit
grazing opportun ies, particularly in the late spring .
C::s
timated initial stocking rate 'Mii be determined with the landowner or decision-maker . T ey will be
based on the inve11tory, past use history and type, condition of vege tation, production, season of use
and seasonal preference . Calcu lations used to determine estimated initia l stocking rate \Nill b.e based
on forage preference rat ings

Plant Preference by Animal Kind:
Plant list for Deef Cattle and Rocky Mounta in C::lk.
Ul:::.CA18
CANE2

JUBA
PHAL2
SALIX

rlant list for Sheep , Mule Deer, and rronghorn Antelope .
I ll-C:A1H
CAN E2

JUBA
PHAL2
SALIX

Hydrology Functions
Soils in this site are generally grouped 1n hydrolog ic group D. When hyclrologic condition of the
vegetative cover 1sgood, natural erosion hazard 1sslight

Recreational Uses
Th is site presents an aesthetically pleasing view of lush vegetat ion consisting primarily of grasses and
grass-like plants. When livestock or big game are grazing or browsing on the si e it presents a
pleasant pastoral panorama . Hikers and fisherman often traverse he edges of this si'e. Picnick€1rs
r1n<1r.f'lmpP.rs frP.CllJP.n
t thP. s1tP.m lr1te summP.r f'ln<1P.Arly tr111
r1S somP.t1mP.::i<1JAC.P.n
t sM<1P.<1
W()(}c1P.<1

areas become less pleasanton cool days. Vehicular use can oe very detrimental to this site,
especially during wet weather and high water tab 'e conditions .

Wood Products
None

Other Products
none
1echnic al u'ulde
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Supporting Information
Associated

Sites:

Dry Meadow
Wet Meadow
Riparian sites
Loamy Bottom
Upland sites

Similar Sites
Dry Meadow
Wet Meadow

Inventory Data References
Information presented here has been derived from NRCS clipping and other inventory data. Also,
field knowledge of range-trained personnel was used. Those involved in developing this site
description include
Dave Franzen, co-owner , lntermountain Rangeland Consultants . LLC
Jacy Gibbs, co-owner , lntermountain Rangeland Consultants , LLC
Jim Cornwell, State Rangeland Management Specialist , NRCS, Idaho
Dan Ogle, Plant Materials Specialist , NRCS, Idaho
Chris Hoag, Wetland Plant Ecologist, NRCS, Idaho

Data Source

Number of Records

Sample Period

State

County

State Correlation
none

Type Locality
No data
Longitude :
State :
County :
Latitude :
Section :
Township :
Range :
General Legal Description : no data
Is the type locality sensitive? (YIN): No data

Field Offices
American Falls
Blackfoot
Burley
Driggs
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FL Hall
Idaho Falls
Malad
Pocatello
Rexburg
Soda Springs
St. Anthony

Relationship to Other Estab lished Classificatio ns
No data

Other Reference s
USDA , NRCS .2001 . The PLANTS Database , Vers ion 3.1 (http If plants usda gov. ) National Plant Data
Center , Baton Rouge , LA 70874-4490 USA
USDA NRCS. 1992 . Major Land Resource Area , OWyhee High Plateau , Range Site Descriptions _
Reno , Nevada .
USDA NRCS. Majo ir Land Resource Area , Owyhee High Plateau, Range Site Descriptions. Portland ,
Oiregon .
USDA , Forest Service . 2004 . (www.fs.fed .us/databasetfeis/plants . ).

Site Descript ion Approval

State Range Management Specialist

Date

State Range Management Specialist

Date

State Range Management Speci alist

Date
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Trout Creek Reclamation PrQject - NWW 2007-1180
Response 4 - Overall Goals and, Monitorin!? and Measurement Plan
This plan provide s goal s and, monitoring and measurement for tluee distinct activities for
this project. 1) creation of wetland plant community diversity in the seep areas. 2)
channel stability and riparian plant conununity density in the reclaimed channel. and 3)
creation of aquatic habitat in the reclaimed channel.
Creation of Wetland Plant Community Diversity in the Seep Areas
Goal: Increase plamt species diversity and habitat diversity by removing selec t areas of
cattail s in the cattail dominated plan t co11l1llunities in the wetland seeps. The goal is to
increase the number freshwater emergent species along with additional open, deeper
water habitat .

Monitoring and Mea surement: T,vo monitoring transect s will be set up in two of the five
wetland seeps to be modified . These transects will be photographed pre-modification and
once a year for three years after const11.
.1ction. A person qualified in wetland plant
identification will describe the wetland! plant species composition along these transects
during annual monitoring and submit the results with the photos . Transect s will be
located with po sts that extend a minimum of 36 inches above grade at each end of the
transect.
Channel Stability and Ripatian Plant Community Density
Goal : Along the reclaimed Trout Creek establish a healthy and robust 1iparian plant
community composed of native and naturalized. grasses, forbs . woody sluubs and trees .
Noxious weeds are controlled and at den sity equal or less than typical healthy 1ipa1ian
plant communitie s in the area.
Monitoring and Mea smement: Annuall y the entire length of the reclaimed channel will
be walked looking for areas of bank instability and erosion . specifically cut bank s.
Eroding bank area s will be pho tographed and a description of activities to be undertaken
to stabilize that location will be submi tted with the annual repo1t. Once an erosion site is
identified for remedial action it will be monitored yearly and any additional action s
needed reported in the ammal repo1t.
The 1iparian plan community along the reclaimed trout creek shall be monitored annually
at three tran sects. These location s will be marked with a po st at each end of the transect
end s and the po st shall extend a mininrnm of 36 inches from the ground . Targets for plant
establishment are 60% cover at the end of the first growing season. 80% cover at the end
of the second growing season and 90% cover at the end of the third growing season .
Areas that do not meet these targets will receive supplemental planting or seeding. The
annual report will provide pich1res at these transects and a person qualified to identify
wetland and 1ipa1ian plants will describe the plant species composition .
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